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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
Weak interactions were first described by Fermi as four fermion current- cur-
rent point interaction [1] in analogy with quantum electrodynamics(QED). 
However, such a theory was restricted to lower energies (E< G'p^/^ GF is the 
Fermi coupling constant), because of unitarity and renormalization problem 
at higher energies. It was believed that this problem could be resolved if 
weak interactions were mediated by massive quanta. The solution was given 
in 1960's, by the unified theory of electromagnetic and weak interaction de-
veloped by Glashow, Weinberg and Salam [2]-[4]. The theory is based on an 
SU(2) group of weak isospin and a U(l) group of weak hypercharge Y. The 
—• 
total Lagrangian of the theory written in terms of the gauge bosons 6^  and 
An of these groups is [5] 
.Y 1 . r ^,y R-i^{i^^, - g'-An)R -f {i^^, - g-T • b^ - g'~An)(i> 
2 
-V{<t>) (1.1) 
'2 ^ ^ 2 
-{GiL(j)R + G2l<j>cR + h.c) 
L denotes the left handed lepton doublet and R denotes right handed lepton 
singlet. Ffj,u and f^, stand for the field strength tensor of the h^ and A^ fields, 
g and g' are the coupling constants. Y is the hypercharge and f are the Pauli 
matrices, b^ which forms the massless isovector triplet for SU(2) group and 
A^ which is the massless isovector singlet for the U(l) gauge group are the 
fundamental vector bosons. As a result of spontaneous symmetry breaking, 
three bosons (denoted as W^,W~ and Z°) acquire mass and one {A,,, the 
photon) remains massless. Thus, the physical bosons consists of Charged 
W^ bosons and the neutral Z° boson and the photon. These four bosons are 
combinations of b^ and Afj, and are expressed as: 
and Z^ = '-^j^ (, ^. 
The interaction Lagrangian of the fermions with these gauge bosons can be 
written from the total Lagrangian given in Eq.1.1 and relations given in 
Eq.1.2., as the sum of weak charged current, weak neutral current and the 
electromagnetic neutral current: 
Weak CC 
•^^^^[i^e7/x(l - 75)1^ 6 - 67^(1 - ^siri^e^ - 75)e]Z^ ^^3^ 
Weak NC 
+ eA^^eYe 
EM NC 
where 9^ is the weak mixing angle (sin^^„;=0.223 ) 
In order to incorporate hadrons in the above discussion the quark mul-
tiplets are coupled to the gauge fields. The quark multiplet considered is 
where 6c is the Cabibbo angle {cos6c= 0.973). 
This quark multiplet is considered to account for the charged hadronic 
current which contains the strangeness conserving and strangeness changing 
component with a Cabibbo angle. Thus the interaction Lagrangian for the 
quarks written in terms of the physical fields W^, Z° and A^^ is 
Weak CC 
+ •^[uJ^l{l - -siv?e^ - 75)M - d7^(l - -sm^^^;75)d]Z^ 
Weak NC 
o o 
EMNC 
(1.5) 
Using the weak charged current and weak neutral current piece from 
these Lagrangians the matrix elements for the charged and neutral current 
neutrino electron scattering are written as 
Tec = -S'^e7^(l - 75)W^ • W^7^(l - 75)Ue (1.6) 
TNC = -l^U^lni^ - 75)Wt. • UeY{9v - 9A'y5)Ue (l-") 
where, p„ = 2sin^^^ — | and QA = — |- Gj? is the Fermi coupling constant 
given as ^  = g^^, Mw is the mass of charged current vector boson. 
The matrix element for the charged current and neutral current neutrino 
nucleon scattering using the above Lagrangians is given as 
9L 
where, 
T = -^al^r, (1.8) 
a = cos9c and J^ = J^ for the charged current reactions 
(1.9) 
a = 1 and J^ = J^ for the neutral current reactions 
/^ is the lepton current given as 
l^ = Ue{k')'yf,{l - 75)w (^A;) and 
J^ is the hadron current given as 
Here g = A; — A;' is the momentum transfer. Using these matrix element 
the cross section for the weak charged current and neutral current process 
on free nucleons are described. 
However, while considering neutrino-nucleus scattering, where nucle-
ons are bound inside the nuclei, various medium effects, such as Pauli block-
ing, Fermi motion and renormalization of the weak coupling constants due 
to presence of strongly interacting nucleons, have to be considered. In case 
of the charged current neutrino (antineutrino) scattering with neutrons (pro-
tons) bound within the nucleus, the condition of Pauli blocking states that 
the momenta of neutron (proton) has to be less than its Fermi momenta 
and the momenta of proton (neutron) has be greater than its Fermi mo-
menta. Similarly for the neutral current neutrino (antineutrino) scattering 
with nucleons (neutrons or protons), the momenta of the initial nucleon has 
to be less than its Fermi momenta and the momenta of the final nucleon has 
to greater than its Fermi momenta, in accordance with the Pauli blocking 
condition. This constraint has to be taken into account while dealing with 
charged current or neutral current neutrino (antineutrino) nucleus scattering. 
The other nuclear medium effect that modifies the cross section for 
neutrino nucleon scattering inside the nuclei is the renormalization effect. 
When electroweak interactions take place in the nuclei, the strengths of elec-
troweak couplings Fi, F2 and FA may change from their free nucleon values 
due to presence of strongly interacting nucleons. This effect is known as the 
nuclear renormalization effect. 
The charged lepton produced in the neutrino nucleus reactions moves 
in the Coulomb field of the nucleus. This Coulomb effect is generally taken 
into account by means of a Fermi Function [6]. 
In order to incorporate these nuclear effects, various attempts have 
been made. The different methods that have been used for the calculation of 
the neutrino nucleus cross section use various models to describe the nucleus. 
These include Shell Model, Fermi gas model, Random Phase Approximation, 
Mean Field Approximation, Local Density Approximation [7]-[16]. The cal-
culations have been done at low energies relevant to supernova neutrinos as 
well as high energies relevant to atmospheric neutrinos. 
The supernova neutrinos, released in a core collapse supernova explo-
sion carry about 3 x 10^^ ergs of energy in a very short period of time. 
The spectral form of these neutrinos have been approximated by Fermi-
Dirac like distribution. The energy range of these neutrinos is upto around 
lOOMeV. The study of scattering cross section of such neutrinos with nu-
clei is significant in astrophysical as well as in particle physics and nu-
clear physics regimes. It provides valuable information about protoneutron 
stars, its equation of state, core collapse and supernova explosion mecha-
nism. The study also helps in determining the properties of neutrino such 
as its mass, magnetic moment etc., thus helping in understanding of physics 
beyond the standard model of electroweak interactions. The study of neu-
trino nucleus reaction is also of relevance from experimental point of view. 
A large number of experiments are being done or are proposed to be done 
where the supernova neutrinos are supposed to be detected, if and when 
they occur, via the elastic neutrino-electron and neutrino-nucleus scattering. 
Kamiokande, Irvine-Michigan-Brookhaven(IMB) detector and Baksan Scin-
tillator Telescope (BST) [17, 18] have measured some events from SN1987A 
supernova explosion in the Large Magellanic Cloud at a distance of SOkpc. 
Superkamiokande, SNO (Sudbury Neutrino Observatory), LVD (Large Vol-
ume detector), KamLAND are other operational experiments which are sen-
sitive to supernova neutrinos. Superkamiokande uses oxygen as target ma-
terial, SNO uses deuterium as the target, LVD uses ^^C and ^^Fe and Kam-
LAND experiments use ^^C as the target materials. Among the proposed 
experiments are OMNIS, LAND, LANNDD, ICARUS, Borexino etc. [19]-
[21] which have iron, lead, argon etc. as target materials. 
The charged and neutral current reactions in nuclei which take place 
in these detectors are 
i) Charged current processes which consist of the following reactions and 
are determined from the matrix element given in Eq.1.8 
• Ue + n —^ e~ + p 
• i7g + p —> e"*" + n 
ii) Neutral current process consisting of following reactions and deter-
mined using the matrix element given in Eq.1.8 
• Vi + X -^ i/i + X* 
X* -^ X + n,2n,a 
where X is the nucleus, I=e, /i, r. 
In addition to these the neutrino electron process like ui + e' ^ vi + e~ 
(l=e, /i, r) also take place in the detector. If 1 is an electron the process takes 
place through charged current as well as neutral current, while if 1 is a /i or 
r then the process takes place only through neutral current interaction. The 
cross sections for these processes is determined by using the matrix element 
given in Eqsl.6 and 1.7. 
In this work we have calculated the cross sections for the neutrino electron 
scattering using Eqs.1.6 and 1.7. The major part of the work is devoted to 
study of weak charged current and neutral current reactions in nuclei. For 
this we have used the matrix element given by Eq.1.8 for the basic process 
and local density approximation for dealing with the nuclear medium effects. 
The present work is divided into the following chapters. Chapter-2 
is the study of electroweak interactions of leptons and hadrons described by 
the Weinberg-Salam model. This gives the coupling of leptons and hadrons 
with the massive W^ and Z° bosons and also their propagators. Thus the 
matrix element and the scattering cross section for any charged or neutral 
current weak process can be obtained. The weak process considered in the 
present study is the neutrino nucleus scattering. The neutrinos considered 
are those emitted from supernova explosions. 
Chapter-3 gives a brief account of supernova explosion mechanism and 
neutrinos emitted from there and its spectrum. 
In chapter-4, free neutrino nucleon scattering is described before proceed-
ing to the neutrino nucleus reactions. In considering the hadronic current 
for the process the pseudoscalar form factor is neglected, since the final lep-
ton is highly relativistic. The neutrino nucleus scattering differs from that 
of free neutrino nucleon scattering cross section because of various medium 
effects like Pauli blocking, Fermi motion, renormalization of the weak cou-
pling constant etc. that have to be taken into account. We have done the 
cross section calculations in the local density approximation. Also in case 
of charged current neutrino nucleus scattering the outgoing charged lepton 
experiences Coulomb effect due to the protons in the nucleus. This is taken 
into account by multiplying the cross section by Fermi function. All these 
effects are discussed in chapter-4. 
Based on the theoretical expression for the total scattering cross section 
given in chapter-4, we have obtained the numerical results in chapter-5. From 
the total scattering cross section for charged current and neutral current pro-
cess and the supernova neutrino spectrum taken to be Fermi-Dirac type, we 
have obtained the averaged neutrino-nucleus cross sections. Finally chapter-6 
gives the conclusions inferred from the study and our future plan of work. 
Chapter 2 
Electroweak Interactions 
The unified theory of electromagnetic and weak interaction is known as elec-
troweak interaction. The theory was developed by Weinberg [2] and Salam 
[3], independently. It is based on local gauge invariance of S'C/(2)^ x U{1)Y 
gauge group. This gauge group was suggested much earlier by Glashow [4]. 
Hence the unified theory of electroweak interactions is known as Glashow-
Salam-Weinberg(GSW) theory. 
The theory is a modification of Yang Mills theory [22] which is based 
on the local SU(2) gauge invariance of isodoublet field [23]. This theory 
gives rise to massless vector quanta with electric charges ±1 , 0. These might 
be thought of as mediators of neutral and charged weak interactions. But 
the masslessness of these quanta prohibits such conclusions. This is because 
weak interactions are short range interactions and so its propagator has to 
be massive. Adding mass to the Yang Mills quanta by hand spoils local 
gauge invariance and so some other way has to be developed in generating 
mass of these Yang Mills quanta. The way out is given by the idea of spon-
taneous symmetry breaking. This means that the Lagrangian of the field 
possess certain symmetry not shared by the ground state or vacuum state 
of the system. An important consequence of spontaneous symmetry break-
ing is that it gives rise to massless spin zero particles known as Goldstone 
bosons. The appearance of Goldstone bosons seems to be a double trou-
ble. This is because gauge theories lead to unwanted massless vector bosons 
and spontaneous breakdown of continuous symmetry implies the existence of 
8 
unwanted Goldstone bosons. However, if the spontaneously broken symme-
try is a local gauge invariant symmetry, then an interplay between massless 
vector gauge bosons arising from local gauge invariance and massless Gold-
stone bosons arising from spontaneous symmetry breaking takes place. The 
massless gauge bosons acquire mass and spin zero Goldstone bosons disap-
pear from the particle spectrum. This mechanism is known as Higgs mech-
anism. Thus using this mechanism mass has been generated for the Yang 
Mills quanta, preserving the local gauge invariance. Based on this theory 
the unified theory of electromagnetic and weak interaction was developed by 
Weinberg and Salam. Renormalizability of the theory was proved by 't Hooft 
[24]. 
The present chapter aims to describe the electroweak theory devel-
oped by Weinberg and Salam for the leptons and the hadrons. Section 2.1 
gives the choice of gauge group for the electroweak theory. Section 2.2 gives 
the local gauge invariance of the Lagrangian of the leptons described by the 
electroweak theory, under SU{2) x U{1) gauge transformation. Also the 
generation of mass of the gauge quanta appearing due to local gauge invari-
ance is described in this section. The generation of mass of the leptons is 
given in section 2.2.2. section 2.2.3 gives the interaction of the leptons with 
these gauge quanta. Section 2.3 is the extension of similar procedure to the 
hadrons. Finally section 2.4 gives the total Lagrangian and the electroweak 
couplings in the Weinberg-Salam model. 
2.1 Gauge Group For The Electroweak 
Theory 
Weak interactions are mediated by W"^ and Z^ intermediate vector bosons. 
W"^ exchange gives charged weak interaction and Z" exchange gives neutral 
weak interaction. The V-A form of the charged weak current indicates that 
W^ couples only to the left handed fermions [5]. This is illustrated as follows 
w^ 
w 
j ;=vY^^(l-Y5)e =vJn^L 
V = ^ V i ^ ^ ^ 5 ) v = eLY^ VL 
where v^ = ^{1 -75)/ / 
and ez, = 5(1 -75)6 
where J^ and J~ are the charged weak currents. If the left handed 
fermions are combined into an isodoublet 
and defining T± = | ( r i ± ir2), where rs are Pauli spin matrices, the 
charged current becomes 
J^ = XLltj.r-XL 
Based on this, if weak current is considered to form an SU(2) structure, 
then neutral current should be of the form 
Jl = XL%\rzXL 
However, the neutral current is experimentally known to contain right 
handed component as well. Hence, the above current cannot be taken as weak 
neutral current. The electromagnetic current which is also neutral current 
contains right as well left components. 
10 
Thus both J^^ and J^ do not obey the S't/(2)^ symmetry. However, 
their orthogonal combinations are formed, one of which gives J^ which com-
pletes SU{2)j^ weak isospin triplet. The other combination J j is weak isospin 
singlet. Weak hypercharge current is given by 
where Y is the weak hypercharge defined by Gell-Mann-Nishijima relation 
Q = T^ + ^ 
where Q is electric charge, T^ is the third component of isospin. In analogy 
with this 
rem 7^ i _ TK 
As J^J^ is given by U{1)^^ gauge group, J j , is given by U{l)y gauge 
group. Thus the gauge group which rightly gives weak neutral current with 
left as well right component and also electromagnetic current is SU{2)^ x 
U{1)Y gauge group. This was first proposed by Glashow, long before the 
discovery of weak neutral current. 
2.2 Weinberg-Salam Model 
The spectrum of fermions described by the theory are 
XL=(''l] T = l/2 Y = -l 
ipR^e-^ T = 0 Y = -2 
Similarly, for the quarks 
u 
d' XL=[ I T=l/2 y = l/3 
11 
i>R = UROx d'p. T = Q Y = 4/3, - 2 / 3 for UR andrf'^  respectively 
with d' = dcosOc + ssinGc and 6c is the Cabibbo angle. 
For the theory to be locally gauge invariant under SU{2)L X U{1)Y gauge 
transformations we introduce the gauge bosons. 
blh%bl for SU{2)i 
A^ for U{1)Y 
Thus the locally gauge invariant Lagrangian [23] is written as: 
>Ci=XL7'^K-5^-&^-^/(-l/2)^;.)XL+efi7^(z9^-5'(-l)A)eR-^i^M.^F' ' ' ' -4/. . ' r '^ 
(2.1) 
The coupling constant for the weak isospin group SU{2)L is called g and 
the coupling constant for the weak hypercharge U{1)Y is gi/2. The last two 
terms in the above Lagrangian are the kinetic energy and the self coupling 
of b^ and Af^ fields. 
Ffj,^ = dubf, - d^b^ ~ gbf, x b^ 
(2.2) 
Jul/ — 0^%r\i/ Oi/^fi 
However, this Lagrangian does not generate mass for the gauge fields and 
of the fermions, and so the idea of spontaneous symmetry breaking has to 
be used. 
2.2.1 Generation Of Mass Of Gauge Quanta 
To generate the mass of the gauge quanta, the complex doublet of scalar 
fields is introduced. 
12 
with the hypercharge Y^—1. 
Thus we add to the Lagrangian in Eq.2.1 a term 
Cscalar = [D^(fy^D^cj)) - fi^^(f> - A(<^V)', (2.3) 
where D^ is the covariant derivative: 
D^ = d^ + i^A^Y + i^T-b^. 
D^^ = d^-i^A^Y-ilr-b^ 
(2.4) 
Last term in the Lagrangian is the self interaction term. For /x^  < 0 , the 
vacuum state consists of constant field. 
* = ( 1/V2 ) < " ' 
where, v = J—^^/\ which breaks both SU{2)^ and C/(l)y symmetry, but 
preserves an invariance under U{1)^^ symmetry, generated by electric charge 
operator. According to Goldstone theorem, massless Goldstone bosons are 
associated with every generator of the gauge group which does not leave the 
vacuum invariant [25]. The vacuum is left invariant by the generator G if 
e'"^< 0 >o = < 0 >o or 
G< 0 >o == 0 
For the generators of 5C/(2)^ x f/(l)y 
' 0 
r i< (/) >c \\)(l,^.)-("f)*^ 
-^>o=(^ - ; ) ( : M ) = ( - I ^ ) ^ O 
-^ >«=: \)[ii^)4-.uv^ 
13 
y < 0 >o = < 0 >o 7^  0 
Q<(l)>o = ^{rz + Y)<(l)>Q 
Thus, the quanta of electromagnetic interactions remains massless while the 
other three gauge bosons will acquire mass. 
Now, to generate the masses of these gauge bosons, the Lagrangian 
is expanded about the minimum < (f) y^hy writing 
,K • T, 0 
And transform to the U gauge 
(2.6) 
^_,^, = exp(_|_I)^=f ^^0^^^ (2.7) 
The gauge boson masses are identified by substituting the vacuum expecta-
tion value < (j)>Q for 4){x) in Cgcaiar- The relevant term is 
T -* gl gbl + 9'A, gihl - ibl) \ ( 0 
giK + ibl) - dK + 9'A / V ^ 
9 2 2 
mr + (bj) ] + ^ig'A, - gbl){gtA, - gbl) 
^ ^ ! w + w - ^ ! ^ a 3 
-Kw;: + T^K i^.) 1 g^ -gfg\( K g'g gl 
(2.8) 
Since W^ = [b], ± ibl)/y/2. 
Comparing the first term with the mass term expected for charged bosons, 
we have [5] 
Mw = '^ (2.9) 
14 
The remaining term is off diagonal in 6^  and A^ basis 
2 
\{9bl-grA,f + 0[gfbl + gA,f 
One of the eigenvalues of 2 x 2 matrix is zero and this is included with the 
combination of the fields which is orthogonal to the combination given in the 
first term. The physical fields Z^ and Afj, diagonalize the mass matrix so that 
this equation is identified as 
-MlZl + -MlAl \ IZI^\. 
So on normalizing the fields we have obtained 
_ gibl + gA^ A, = '-^^^=^ (2.10) 
with MA = 0 
gK - giA^, 
with Mz = l\f9^^Tgf^ 
Defining the Weinberg angle 9w such that 
Z, = ' ,% ' J (2.11) 
gf = g tandyj hence \jgi'^ + g"^ = g/cosOy^ (2-12) 
With this definition the physical field Z^ and A^ can be rewritten as 
A^ = cosOyjA^ + b^sinOu, 
(2.13) 
Z^ = —sinOyjA^i + b^^cosOw 
With substitution of 0 in the Cscaiar we see that T] field requires mass. 
This is physical Higgs boson with M]j = —Ip? > 0 
Thus, to summarize, there appears three massive fields {W^,Z°), corre-
sponding to two charged and one neutral intermediate boson which corre-
spond to weak interactions and one massless field corresponding photons for 
electromagnetic interaction. Their masses are given as-
Mi, = '4 iw 2 
15 
Mz = -\f^^i 
In addition, there is massive scalar field corresponding to Higgs particle 
which is not experimentally observed as yet. 
2.2.2 Generation Of Mass Of Fermions 
For the generation of mass of fermions the same Higgs doublet which gener-
ates mass of W^ and Z° bosons is also sufficient to give masses to leptons 
and quarks. This is done by adding term to the Lagrangian which involves 
Yukawa coupling of the fermions and the (j) scalar field [23]. 
^Yukawa — -Ge[M<P^XL)+XL<l>^R] (2.14) 
which is symmetric under local SU{2)^XU{1)Y transformation and is Lorentz 
scalar. 
Now, to generate mass of fermions, the <p field is replaced by the U-
gauge field. The Cyukawa becomes. 
^Yukawa = -Ge(—;=-)(e«ez, + eleij) 
So, the electron has acquired a mass term 
M. = ^ (2.16) 
However, since Ge is arbitrary, the actual mass of electron is not predicted. 
Besides mass term, the Lagrangian also contains an interaction term coupling 
Higgs scalar to the electron. The coupling written in terms of electron mass 
is Me/v which is very small since v=246GeV. 
16 
2.2.3 Interaction of Fermions to the Gauge Fields 
The interaction of fermions to the gauge fields is given by Eq2.1. The inter-
action piece of the Lagrangian for charged current is given as 
= ^ ( ^ 7 ' ^ ( 1 - 75)eW^; + 67^1 - l5)i^W-) (2.17) 
The neutral gauge boson coupling to the leptons are given by 
(2.18) 
The first term is the interaction term of photons, provided 
^^' = e (2.19) 
Now writing in terms of weak mixing angle ^„,, the neutral gauge boson 
interaction with leptons is given as [5] 
Lo-i = eej^eA^-- ^I'LI'^J^LZ^,-- —[2sin'^9^eR'y''eRZ^+{2sin^9u,-l)eLYeLZ^] 
2cos0y, 2cosd.u) 
7 5 ( - ^ ) ^ 7 ' ' ( l - 7 5 ) z ^ ^ M - 7 2 ( ^ r = --7.eA, - ; ) 5 ( ^ ) ^ ^ 7 ' ' ( 1 - ,s)uZ, - M ^ r (2.20) 
x[2sm2^^e7''(l + 75)6^^ + [23171^9^, - l)e7' '(l - 75)eZ^] 
2.3 Extension to Quarks 
The coupling of quark weak currents to charged and neutral intermediate 
bosons is constructed in analogy to the lepton case. The weak coupling of 
first two generation of quarks are determined by following multiplets 
( ^, j , MR, d'ji \ s' ] ' ^^' '^^  
The charge, isospin and hypercharge for these are given as 
17 
-Q 
I' 
Y 
UL 
2/3 
1/2 
1/3 
d'L 
-1/3 
-1/2 
1/3 
UR 
2/3 
0 
4/3 
d'R 
-1/3 
0 
-2/3 
CL 
2/3 
1/2 
1/3 
«^ 
-1/3 
-1/2 
1/3 
CR 
2/3 
0 
4/3 
4 
-1/3 
0 
-2/3 
(2.21) 
Covariant derivative for left handed isodoublet and right isosinglet is 
'^ ^ ( d' ) " ^^^ "*" ^^^^ ' ^ "^  I^S'A^,) l^,j 
Dt,UR = (a^ + \g'A^,)uR 
D^^d'j, = (9^ - lg'A,)d'R 
The quark portion of the Lagrangian is 
CQ = i{uL d'i^)YD^ ( d O ^ iuR^'^D^UR + idlja^'D^d'j, -F ... 
Thus expressing the gauge field in terms of physical fields W'^ ,^ 4^ and 
Zf^, the interaction piece of the Lagrangian is given as [23] 
^Q = - ; T ^ ^ 7 ' ' ( l - 7 5 ) r f W ; - ; ; ^ r f V ( l - 7 5 ) « P ^ ; - ^ ^ [ u 7 ' ^ ( l - ^ s m 2 ^ , - 7 5 ) « 2v/2 
4-
2v/2 
2 _ 1 -
—d'y^{l—-s^n'^6^—^^)d]Zf^-'^-eu'y^uA^^—-ed^^dA^^-\-second generation terms-!-.... 
o o o (2.22) 
2.3.1 Generation Of Quark Mass 
Quark masses are generated in a way similar to that of leptons. The only 
difference is that to generate mass of upper member of quark doublet, a new 
Higgs doublet constructed from 0 is used 
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The Lagrangian transforms identically to (f) but has opposite hypercharge 
Y=-l. 
Using this, the quark Lagrangian of Yukawa coupling type is given as 
C = -G'l{ui d[)j^{ \ d'jj^-G'^{ui J-)^ f , J UjK+hermitian conjugate 
(2.23) 
where i,j =1,2, N where N is the number of quark doublets. After spon-
taneous symmetry breaking the substitution of (f) by the U gauged 0, we get 
the mass terms for the quarks 
C = -M'^didi{\ + ^) - MluiUi{\ + ^) (2.24) 
Again the masses depend on the arbitrary coupling Gu,d and cannot be pre-
dicted. 
2.4 Total Lagrangian And Electroweak Cou-
plings in Weinberg-Salam Model 
Putting together all the terms contributing to the Lagrangian, we get the 
complete Lagrangian of the standard model of the form [5] 
C = —Fuu-F'"'—fauf'"' }W^, Z°, 7kinetic energy and self interaction 
4 ^ 4 ^ 
\ - Y 
+L'y'^{id^—g-f-bfj,—g'—A^)L }Lepton and quark kinetic energy and 
Y 
+RY{id^,-g'—A^)R their interaction with M^ ,^ Z°, 7 
+ 
2 
{"^df,- g-T-hf, -g—At,)<j) V[(f)) }W^, Z°, 7and Higgs masses 
and their couplings 
— {GiL(j)R+G2L(l)cR+h.c) jlepton and quark masses and coupling to Higgs 
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L denotes the left handed fermion doublet (lepton and quarks) and R de-
notes right handed fermion singlet. Based on the Lagrangian denoting the in-
teraction of leptons and quarks with W^, Z^ and the photons, the Weinberg-
Salam theory gives the following electroweak coupling for the G -^ ff pro-
cess [5], where G is the gauge boson (photon ,W^ or Z°) and f is the fermion 
(lepton or quark) 
^\/\ruv\njA 
V/(W ) 
-le (^ Y n 
=Y^7(i^5) 
- ic^^TCCv-cIVs) 
where couplings c^  and c^ in Z —>• / / process are given in the Weinberg 
Salam theory as 
4 = Ti - 2sinH^Qj 
sin%, = 0.2230 
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where T^ and Q^ are respectively the third component of isospin and charge 
of fermion f. The values of c{ and c^ are listed in following table. 
f 
J^ci^H-
e-,//-. . . 
u,c... 
d,s.... 
Qf 
0 
-1 
2/3 
-1/3 
r^ 
^A 
1/2 
-1/2 
1/2 
-1/2 
o{ 
1/2 
^ -t- 2sm^^^=-0.054 
\ - \sin^e^ ~0.204 
^ + '{sin^e^ ~0.352 
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Chapter 3 
Neutrinos from Supernova 
3.1 Neutrinos 
Neutrinos were first proposed by Pauli [26] in 1930, to explain the continuous 
electron spectrum accompanying /? decay process, observed by Chadwick [27] 
in 1914. In 1933, Fermi gave the theory of weak interaction i.e. the theory 
of weak interaction of neutrinos with matter, presently known as the four 
Fermi interaction [1]. From the empirical electron energy spectrum, it was 
concluded that the neutrinos are massless. The electron type antineutrino 
was first discovered experimentally by Reines and Cowan in 1956 by observing 
the reaction v^p -^ ne^ [28]. Along with this observation and the observation 
of parity violation in weak interaction of Lee and Yang [29], the theory of 
V-A interaction was formulated [30]. Goldhaber et al. [31] confirmed later on 
that neutrinos are left handed in the experiment of Europium decay. These 
experiments lead to the present understanding of Pauli neutrinos as being 
chargeless, massless, spin 1/2 fermions, which are left handed with helicity 
-1 . Later on two more flavors of neutrinos u^ and Vj were observed [32, 33]. 
The existence of three flavors of neutrinos has been confirmed by experiments 
ofLEP [34]. 
There are various sources of neutrinos, like the solar neutrinos, at-
mospheric neutrinos, accelerator neutrinos, neutrinos from supernova explo-
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sions, relic neutrinos etc. Experiments on solar neutrinos [6] at low energies 
and atmospheric neutrinos at intermediate energies [35] indicate these neu-
trinos to be massive, in contrast to the standard model which considers these 
neutrinos to be massless. The present upper limit for mass of neutrino from 
tritium beta decay for Vg, from n —> u^fi for u^^ and from T -^ i/^- -\- mr 
for Ur has been obtained [36]. The upper limit on charge of neutrinos is 
|(5i/| < 0.5 ± 2.9 X 10~^^ [37]. The existence of magnetic moment for neu-
trino has been discussed in connection with solar neutrino problem. In the 
standard model of electroweak interactions, the neutrino magnetic moment 
is quite small, however, there are models where the magnetic moment for 
neutrinos may have large values. In Table 3.1, given below, we summarize 
the present experimental limits on some neutrino properties like mass [36], 
charge radius [37, 38, 39] and magnetic moment [36]. 
Table 3.1: 
Flavors 
J^e 
u^ 
Vr 
Mass 
< 3eV [36] 
< 0.19MeV [36] 
< 18.2MeV [36] 
Charge Radii (cm^) 
(-5.6--5.0) X10-^ "^  
< ( < r 2 > ) <(9.6-10.2)x 10-^2 
[39] 
(-5.8--5.3)xl0-^'^ 
< ( < r 2 > ) <(0.08-1.3)x 10-^2 
[37] 
(-0.67--0.77) X10-32 
v< (< r2 >) <(0.08-1.3)x 10-32 
[38] 
Magnetic Moment 
(in / /B) 
< 1.5 X 10-1" [36] 
< 6.8 X 10-1" j3gj 
< 5.2 X 10-1" [36] 
In this chapter we study about the supernova neutrinos and the 
mechanism of supernova explosions in brief. Section 3.2 discusses about the 
supernova explosions and its types. These are mainly classified into two 
types: the thermonuclear supernova explosions and the core collapse super-
nova explosions. Thermonuclear type is not a prominent source of neutrinos, 
and occurs in less massive stars (4M© < M < 8M0) as compared to the 
stars with core collapse supernova. Section 3.3 is about the core collapse 
supernova explosions. Finally, section 3.4 discusses about the supernova 
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neutrinos and its spectrum and in section 3.5 we have discussed in brief the 
detection of supernova neutrinos. 
3.2 Supernova Explosions 
Supernova explosions were first introduced in 1930's by Bade and Zwicky 
[40, 41]. These explosions occur in the late phase of stellar evolution of 
rather massive stars (M>4M0). Thus these explosions are considered as 
death of stars. They are also responsible for the birth of compact objects 
such as neutron stars and black holes which are formed from the core that 
is left after supernova explosions. These explosions also lead to birth of star. 
This is because as the explosion propagates through the interstellar matter, 
it causes perturbation at certain points which leads to an increase in mass 
density and a protostar comes into existence. It is considered that such ex-
plosions are also the source of heavy elements, that are produced in the star 
undergoing supernova explosions. Cosmic rays are also accelerated by these 
explosions. Supernova explosions, are the testing ground for physics beyond 
the standard model of elecroweak interactions. This is because, while this 
model considers neutrinos to be massless, a study of supernova neutrinos 
indicates that neutrino has a mass [42]. It is for these reasons that study of 
supernova explosions and supernova neutrinos are of great importance. 
Supernova explosions are mainly of two types- the thermonuclear super-
nova explosions and the core collapse supernova explosions. Thermonuclear 
nuclear supernova explosion are less powerful source of neutrinos. These 
are assumed to occur when a carbon oxygen white dwarf within a binary 
system accretes matter from a companion star until it reaches the critical 
mass (Chandrashekhar mass) and begins to collapse [43]. The collapse raises 
the temperature, thus causing the fusion of carbon and oxygen to heavier 
nuclei(^^Fe). The energy released causes thermonuclear explosion. Thus 
nuclear energy is the source of thermonuclear supernova explosions. These 
explosions are not significant source of neutrinos, releasing only a tiny frac-
tion of total energy as neutrinos. Most of the energy released in thermonu-
clear supernova explosions is in form of light and hence they are intrinsically 
brighter. 
The other class of supernova explosions are the core collapse super-
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nova explosions, which are discussed in the following section. 
3.3 Core collapse supernova explosions 
Core collapse supernova are much powerful source of neutrinos as compared 
to thermonuclear supernova explosions. Of the total energy released dur-
ing the explosion which is about SxlO^^ergs, 99% of the released energy is 
carried by neutrinos and only 1% is in form of light. These explosions are 
found to occur in massive stars (M>8M0). The life cycle of a star begins 
by the formation of a dense lump called protostar at a certain positions in 
the interstellar matter. As this protostar contracts due to gravitational pres-
sure, temperature of protostar rises. And as the temperature reaches around 
2xlO^K the burning of hydrogen starts taking place giving '^He and ^'^N as 
the main product. As the hydrogen in the core is exhausted, the gravitational 
collapse again starts. According to Virial theorem [19] only half of the energy 
released in this process is used in raising the internal temperature of the star 
while the other half is released. This released energy from the gravitational 
collapse followed by hydrogen burning is in form of photons and neutrinos. 
As the temperature of the core rises and reaches around 2xlO^K, the burning 
of helium starts taking place yielding ^^C, ^^O and '^'^Ne as the main prod-
uct. Since the Coulomb barrier for the nuclear reaction is proportional to Z^ 
where Z is the proton number of nucleus, a higher temperature is required 
for burning of heavier elements. As the fuel in the core is exhausted, grav-
itational collapse occurs leading to higher temperature and thus burning of 
heavier elements, while the lighter elements keep burning at the edges. This 
makes the star evolve into an onion like structure with the lower tempera-
ture burning phases occuring towards the surface. The final stage for this 
process for a star of mass M>8M0 is the iron core, which does not undergo 
further fusion, as it has maximum binding energy per nucleon. This iron 
core is held against the gravitational collapse by the degeneracy pressure of 
the electrons [19]. However, the mass of the core rises because of burning 
of lighter elements at the surface. As the mass reaches the critical value of 
Chandrashekhar mass limit (i.e. maximum mass that a star can hold before 
getting collapsed), it becomes gravitationally unstable and starts to collapse. 
The essential reason of the collapse is photodissociation of nuclei of the iron 
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group, such as via the reaction-
^^Fe + 7 -4 13 ''ife + 4n - UAAMeV 
and electron capture by free protons and heavy nuclei 
e" + p —^ n -\- Ve 
^"^Mg + e- -^^^Na + we (3.1) 
Electron capture on free protons and heavy nuclei is known as neutronisa-
tion or deleptonisation. These occur when the Fermi energy of electron is 
greater than the threshold energy of these reactions {niNa — 'niMg = S.SMeV, 
rriMn — 'mi7e-= 3.7MeV). The Fermi energy of electron is given as [44] 
/Xe = {3TT^ne)hc = U.lMeV {pYe/10^'^ g/crrv^)'^, (3.2) 
where Yg is the electron fraction per baryon defined as 
^baryon 
n~ (n+) is the electron (positron) density, n\,aryon is the baryon density and 
p is the density of the core. As the collapse proceeds /Xg increases due to 
increase in p and hence leads to increase of electron capture. 
Any star in hydrostatic equilibrium ( |~ = —^^) becomes unstable 
if its adiabatic index, defined as [44] 
becomes less than critical value of 4/3 (Appendix -A). Here P and p are pres-
sure and density of the star and s is the entropy. Massive stars which have 
mass > 8 M 0 have adiabatic index between 4/3 and 5/3. Processes like pho-
todissociation and electron capture by free protons and heavy nuclei lower 
the adiabatic index below 4/3 (Appendix-B), thus making the star unstable 
and leading to onset of collapse [44]. 
Neutrinos are produced by the capture of electrons on nuclei. These 
are dominant sources of neutrino production initially (i.e. p < 10^^gm/cm^) 
but these are ultimately suppressed and electron capture on free protons be-
comes the dominant source. 
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e +p —>• Ug + n 
Thermal emission is also another source of neutrino production. The 
most significant thermal emission processes are 
l.Pair production 
6+ + e~ —>• 1/ + P 
2.Plasmon decay 
Plasma excitation -^ u + P 
3. Photoannihilation 
e'+y—^e' + u + i/ 
4.Bremsstrahlung 
e- + {Z, A)^ iZ,A) + e- + U + U 
Neutrinos produced by various processes mentioned above, initially es-
cape from the core. But as the collapse proceeds and the density reaches upto 
~ 10^ ^ — IQ^^gm/cm^, inverse processes corresponding to neutrino trapping 
start taking place. The various processes contributing to this are [45] 
l.Free nucleon scattering 
u -\- n ^ u + n 
2.Coherent scattering by heavy nuclei 
u + {Z,A)-^i^+{Z,A) 
3.Nucleon absorption 
Ue + n —¥ p + e~ 
4.Electron neutrino scattering 
e~ + u -^ e~ + 1/ 
The dominant source of neutrino trapping is the coherent scat-
tering off heavy nuclei. This is induced by weak neutral current interac-
tions. The cross section for the reaction is proportional to A^ [44]. This 
is so because the neutrino of energy ~10MeV, have wavelength =hc/E^ ~ 
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20fm{E^/10MeV) which is greater than the size of nuclei ~ 1.2A^^^fm ~ 
bfm{A/56) ' . Hence the neutrinos are scattered coherently off A nucleons. 
When density is of the order of lO^^gm/cm^, neutrinos are trapped in the 
core. The reason for this is at density > lO^^gm/cm^ the time scale for core 
collapse is shorter than the diffusion time of neutrinos (Appendix-C). Also 
at densities of this order the mean free path of neutrino is less than the core 
radius (Appendix-C). Thus there appears a surface where the neutrinos are 
trapped. The transition between neutrino-trapped and neutrino-transparent 
regions defines neutrino sphere. After the attainment of density of the order 
of 10^^gm/cm^ due to collapse at which the neutrinos are trapped, further 
collapse proceeds adiabatically [44]. This is because, the neutrino trapping 
by neutrons, acts as inverse process to that of electron trapping by free pro-
tons and consequently stablises electron loss. Hence the number of electrons 
and thus the lepton number density YL = Ye + Y^ remains constant. Also 
because of neutrino trapping, significant transport of energy does not take 
place. Thus the composition as well as the energy remains nearly constant 
and therefore there is no change of entropy and the collapse progresses adi-
abatically. 
The collapse of the core is divided into two regions. A homolo-
gously collapsing inner core which collapses at subsonic speed and the outer 
core which collapses supersonically. While for the homologously falling in-
ner core, the infall velocity is proportional to radius, {v oc r) the velocity of 
outer core is that of free fall velocity {v oc 1/r). The dynamical time scale 
(oc 1/y/Up) of the outer core is longer than that of the inner core. As the 
outer core density becomes of the order of nuclear density (~ 10^'^gm/cm^), 
the nuclear force becomes repulsive, matter becomes incomprehensible and 
bounces back. This pressure wave generated at the center becomes a shock 
wave as it reaches the sonic point. This shock wave propagates outward. It 
has the characteristic initial energy of about lO^^ergs and the initial shock 
wave velocity Vg > 5 x 10^cm sec'^. However this shock wave is weakened 
due to several reasons. 
1. It has to overcome the pressure of supersonically falling outer core. 
2. Photodissociation of iron nuclei causes the shock wave to lose energy. 
3. The free neutrons produced by photodissociation capture electrons and 
hence lower the pressure behind the shock front. 
4. As the shock wave crosses neutrinosphere the neutrinos carry internal 
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energy behind the shock front. 
Depending upon whether the shock wave is able to combat all these 
energy loss mechanisms and is able to reach the surface of the core without 
getting stagnated, the supernova explosion is classified as prompt and de-
layed explosion. 
Prompt Explosion: Such an explosion occurs in stars with small core 
{Mcore ~ IAMQ and main sequence mass ~ 9MQ). With small core size the 
shock wave has only to move a small region where loss due to dissociation 
occurs. Thus if shock wave successfully propagates through the outer core 
without being stagnated, then purely hydrodynamical explosion i.e. explo-
sion due to energy released by gravitational collapse occurs. The time-scale 
for this explosion is of the order of 10msec. Such an explosion is known as 
prompt explosion. 
Delayed Explosion: However if shock wave is unable to move to the core 
surface it gets stagnated in the core. The core which has about O.IM© of iron 
has binding energy of l.TxlO^^ergs. This is of same order as shock energy 
and thus the shock gets stagnated in the core. Such a shock wave is re-
vived by various mechanisms. In the region behind the shock front neutrinos 
that are released from the core are absorbed by the free nucleons produces 
by photodissociation of the nuclei. Thus the matter behind the shock front 
gets heated up (ueU -> pe~,i7gp —>• ne"*"). Also pair annihilation of neutrinos 
mainly of i^ s^ and z/^ s releases thermal energy and leads to energy deposition 
behind the shock front. Thus the heated region behind the shock front (hot 
bubble, i.e. the region between the surface of a neutron star and the outward 
shock wave) expands and pushes out the stagnated shock wave to start again. 
Gravitational energy released from accreting matter and convection in the 
central remnant and in the hot bubble are other sources of energy deposition 
behind the stagnated shock wave. Such an explosion is known as delayed 
explosion. The time- scale of the explosion is of the order of 1 sec which 
is much larger than the prompt explosion. At the same time as the shock 
wave propagates through the outer core, the bounced inner core settles into 
a hydrostatic configuration and the protoneutron star cools down to normal 
neutron star by emitting neutrinos. 
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3.4 Supernova Neutrinos and its Spectrum 
Neutrinos released from the core collapse supernova carry energy of the order 
of lO^^ergs. The characteristic time for neutrino emission is lOsec. The 
total energy is equally shared by all six neutrino flavors. Thus the typical 
luminosity of each neutrino flavor is ~ 5 x lO^^ergs/s. On their way out, 
neutrinos interact inside the stellar core which is very dense and neutron 
rich. This results in difference in neutrino distribution of various neutrino 
families. The i^ ^ and v^ (as well as their antiparticles) do not have sufficient 
energy to produce the corresponding leptons in charged current reactions. 
They interact only through neutral current interactions and therefore have 
higher average energy than u^ and Pg, which interact through charged current 
as well as neutral current. Since the number of neutrons is larger than the 
number of protons, v^ loses energy much more than Ug and hence the average 
energy for Vf. is more than v^. The simulations give the following values of 
average energy for different neutrino flavors, 
< E^^ > ~ WMeV 
< E^-^ > ~ IQMeV 
< E^^ > ~ 25MeV, 
where x = i'^, i7^, UT, U^ 
The spectral form of all emitted flavors of neutrinos has been approxi-
mated by a Fermi-Dirac like distribution [46]. 
1 E ^ 
^^^•^^ ^ F2{a)n'expiiEjTl)-a) + l ^^'^^ 
Where T^ is the temperature and a is the degeneracy parameter 
= chemical^potentialj ^^j^^^ ^^ j ^ ^ ^.^^^^ Q ^^^J ^^ 3 j^gj ^^^^^ normalizes 
the spectrum to unit flux and is given as 
F.(a)=r - ' • ' - . , (3.5) 
Jo exp[x — a) + 1 
The plot of f{Et,) for r^=4, 5MeV and a =0 and 3 are given in Fig.3.1. The 
average energy of neutrino is given as 
^•'JO e: 
roo x^dx 
h 
(E.) = :: ^VT'^' (3-6) 
exp(i—a)+l 
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With this distribution the average energy is 
E^ = 3.15T^ for a = 0 
= 3.99T^ for a = 3 
The detectable spectrum consists of two parts. One main component 
consists of all the electron type neutrinos that follow the deleptonisation [19]. 
As soon as the shock breaks through the neutrinosphere, they are all released 
within one pulse of 10ms. Calculations have shown that these carry away of 
about 5% of total energy released in the collapse. However the largest number 
of neutrinos come from thermal cooling of the produced proto-neutron star 
through the processes of the kind 
7 -^ e'e^ -^ ViVi i = e,fi,T 
where neutrinos and antineutrinos of all flavors are produced in the time 
scale of several seconds. 
3.5 Detection of Supernova Neutrinos 
The experimental detection of supernova neutrinos, began in 1980s with the 
observation of supernova neutrinos from SN1987A by Kamiokande, 1MB and 
BST. The success of these detectors in observing supernova neutrinos, led to 
the development of several new experiments, like SuperKamiokande, SNO, 
LVD, MiniBOONE and AMANDA experiments which are in various states 
of operation, while Borexino, OMNIS, LAND, LANNDD, NESTOR are the 
several planned experiments. These experiments use various targets like 
deuteron,^^C,^^ O, ^°Ar,^^Fe and °^*F&. These detectors are much larger 
than the 1MB and BST detectors and are expected to observe a large num-
ber of supernova events. 
There are two processes that contribute to the event rates in these detec-
tors. These are 
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I)Elastic Scattering: 
Neutrino (Antineutrino) electron scattering is sensitive to all flavors of 
neutrino: Ux{i^x) + e~ -^ I'xi^x) + e"^  (x=e, /^ , r) 
The theoretical calculation of the total cross-section for the above process 
is given as 
The expression for AQ, BQ and CQ for different flavors of neutrino and anti 
neutrino reactions are given in the following table: 
Transition 
t ' / i . r e - ) • t ' ^ . rC 
Z^^.TC - > I /^I .TC 
i/ge —> v^e 
VgC —>• z7ge 
^ 0 
{gv + ^A)^ 
(^v - OAY 
{gvi + 5^0" 
(pv' - QAlf 
Bo 
(gv - gAY 
{gv + gAY 
{gv' - gA'Y 
{gvi + gA'Y 
Co 
gA^ - gv^ 
gA^ - gv^ 
gA'^ - gvf^ 
gA'^ - gv'"^ 
where gv = 2sin^6.u, — | , l^u is the weak mixing angle, QA = — | , gv' — 
gv + ^ and QA' = A'A + 1 - GF is Fermi coupling constant and E^, is the energy 
of the incident neutrino. 
The elastic neutrino scattering off electron has a total cross section that 
increases linearly with energy and is given by 
a{v^e- -^ Pee-) -= 9.2 x 10-^^E^^{MeV)cm^ 
oXv^e- -^ Uee-) = 3.8 x lO'^^^E^-^ {MeV)cm^ 
(T{u^,re- -^ Vt,,re-) = 1.57 X lQ-^^E^^^{MeV)cm^ 
a{uire- -> i^^,re-) = 1.3 x lO'"^^E^-jMeV)cm'^ 
These when averaged over the supernova spectra given Eq.3.4, corre-
sponding to the degeneracy parameter a=0 and 3, gives the average neutrino-
electron scattering cross-section < a >. 
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II)Absorption Events Through Charged and neutral Current 
Reactions: 
The reactions for the charged current processes for iron target are : 
Ve +26 F^ -^ e- +^f Co 
V. ^fa Fe -^ e+ +f. Mn 
And the reaction for the neutral current process is: 
ui{vif^Fe^ui{Dif^Fe {l = e,ti,r) 
The number of Supernova neutrinos observed in these reactions can be ob-
tained similarly, as we have done in case of neutrino electron scattering. 
However now UeU —>• e~p, v^p —>• e^n and yi{pi)N —>• yi(pi)N (l=e,/i,T 
and N=proton or neutron) reactions are taking place within the iron nu-
clei. Hence, various medium effects like Pauli blocking, Fermi motion come 
into play. Also the final lepton being produced in the nucleus, experiences 
Coulomb distortion. All these effects modify the total cross-section for the 
process. The modification of the total cross section due these medium eflFects 
and Coulomb effect, are described in the following chapter. 
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Figure 3.1: Supernova spectrum 
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Chapter 4 
Neutrino Scattering With 
Nucleons And Nuclei 
Study of neutrino nucleus reaction is of great importance in various fields 
of physics such as high energy physics, astrophysics and nuclear physics. 
These reactions help in studying the properties of neutrino and their in-
teractions with matter. Various properties of neutrinos, such as possible 
existence of neutrino mass, magnetic moment etc. are being studied by neu-
trino nucleus reactions. As we have discussed in section 3.5 of chapter 3, the 
supernova neutrinos are detected through elastic neutrino electron and neu-
trino nucleus reactions. The various nuclear targets used in these detectors 
are ^D,^^ C,^^ 0,^° Ar,^^ Fe,^^^ Pb etc. Therefore, to obtain estimate of the 
number of events expected in a supernova explosion, if and when it occurs, 
a reliable evaluation of neutrino nucleus cross section is needed. Various 
attempts have been made to study the neutrino nucleus cross section like 
Shell Model, Fermi gas model, Random Phase Approximation, Mean Field 
Approximation, Local Density Approximation [7]-[16]. Here we have studied 
the neutrino nucleus reaction using the local density approximation. 
In section 4.1 we have studied free neutrino nucleon scattering, where 
both charged current and neutral current neutrino nucleon scatterings are 
discussed in sections 4.1.1 and section 4.1.2 respectively. Section 4.2 is about 
neutrino nucleus scattering, where we have described how the Pauli blocking 
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and Fermi motion effects are incorporated in the local density approxima-
tion. This is dealt in section 4.2.1. The renormalization effect due to strong 
interaction among nucleons is discussed in section 4.2.2. The Coulomb effect 
experienced by the charged lepton produced in the charged current neutrino 
nucleus reaction is given in section 4.2.3. Finally the total cross section for 
neutrino nucleus scattering is obtained in section 4.3 
4.1 Neutrino Scattering By Free Nucleons 
Neutrinos interact with free nucleons via charged as well as neutral cur-
rent. Charged current interactions are those where the mediating quanta is 
a charged vector boson i.e. a W'^ or a W~, while neutral current neutrino 
interactions are those mediated by Z° vector bosons. 
4.1.1 Charged Current Neutrino Nucleon Scattering 
Charged current neutrino nucleon reaction, whose Feynman diagram is given 
below, is given as -
ui{k) + n{p)^l-{k')+p{p') (4.1) 
Hk)+P{p)^l^{k')+P{p') (4.2) 
where l=e. Here k and A;' are the four momenta of the neutrino and the 
corresponding lepton and p and p/ are four momenta of the incoming and 
outgoing nucleons. 
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The matrix element for the above process is given as [23] 
T = ^ ^ / , J " , (4.3) 
where Gp is the Fermi coupling constant (GF=l-03xlO~^mp~^), 9c is the 
Cabibbo angle (cos0c=O.973), /^  is the lepton current given as 
l^ = M(A;')7^(1 - ^^)u{k) and (4.4) 
J^ is the hadron current. The most general form of the hadronic current 
that are Lorentz invariant is given as 
Here the vector form factors fi, f2, fs and the axial vector form factors 
9\i92-, 93 are all functions of q^  (four momentum transfer square). The invari-
ance of the hadronic current under time reversal, the CVC hypothesis, the 
Goldberger-Trieman relation and G parity transformation restrict the possi-
ble values of six functions. Charge symmetry implies that /i(q^), f2{Q^)-,9i{(}^) 
and 9z{q'^) are real and fz{q^) and 52(9^) are imaginary functions. Also time 
reversal and charge symmetry implies that 
And from CVC it comes out that f-i{q^) = 0. Finally, we are left with 
only four functions satisfying the valid requirements. Also ps term can be 
neglected if the final lepton is assumed to be highly relativistic. Redefining 
the three form factors we have-
'.i' 
J^ = u{p'm{q'h, + F^{q')ia,.^ + FHq'h.jMp) (4-5) 
Here q = k — k' is the momentum transfer. The form factors Fi, F2 and F^ are 
taken to be real in accordance with T invariance. Fi''(g2) and F^iq-") are the 
isovector form factors which are determined in terms of the electromagnetic 
form factors for the nucleon assuming conserved vector current hypothesis 
(CVC). These are given in terms of experimentally determined Sach's electric 
and magnetic form factors, GE{q^) and GM{q^) [49]. 
^ 2M2 
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where, 
GW) = j—^, (4.8) 
and 
GM(9^) = ' ; ^ ^ " t (4.9) 
with, M^= 0.7lGeV^. //p and //„ are the magnetic moment of the proton 
and neutron. /ip=1.79284/i;v and //„= -1.91304/ijv 
/^ ^(g^) is the axial vector form factor given by 
FAJO) 
n{<i') = T : ^ ^ ^ , (4.10) 
M 
where M^ is the dipole mass which is taken to be 1.05GeV and FA{0) is the 
axial charge (F4(0)=1.26). The differential scattering cross section ^^"^^ for 
the reactions given by Eqs.4.1 and 4.2 is given by(Appendix-D) 
Here SSjTf is the square modulus of the transition amplitude given by 
Eq.4.3, summed over initial and final spins of the nucleons and its expression 
given in appendix-D. 
4.1.2 Neutral Current Neutrino-Nucleon Scattering 
The neutral current neutrino nucleon reactions, whose Feynman diagram is 
given below, are 
i'i{i>i)n ->• ui{ui)n (4.12) 
M^i)p ^ M^^i)?, (4.13) 
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where I = e , fj, , r 
The cross section for neutral current i/N scattering is given by similar 
relation as that for charged current, accept that the form factors for neutral 
current are changed [50](Appendix-E). 
Neutral current proton form factors 
The form factors for proton are given as -
I) The isovector form factors F^'^'^iQ^) and F^^'^^iQ^) are given as 
(4.14) 
Fi^^'P(Q2 = 0) = 0.037. 
g2 
(4.15) 
Here, 9yj is the weak mixing angle {sin^diu = 0.223) and 
where A„ = 5.6 
F2^ '^P(Q2 = 0) = 1.024. 
f - 1 
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II)The axial vector form factor is given as 
F^'^iQ') = , / " ^ ° ! , (4.16) 
2(1 - 4%) 
0.63 
where, Myi=1.05GeV 
Neutral current neutron form factors 
The above form factors for neutron are given as-
I)The isovector form factors F / ^ ^ ' " ( Q 2 ) and F^^'^^iQ^) are-
Fi^^'"(Q2 = 0) = -0 .5 . 
F2^^'"(g2 = 0) = -0.9687. 
II)The axial vector form factor is given as 
2 ( 1 - 4 % ) 
-0.63 
A 
where, MA=1.05GeV 
(4.17) 
(4.18) 
^r'"(Q^) = r : - ^ ^ (4-19) 
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4.2 Neutrino scattering by nuclei 
When the neutrino scatters from nucleon in the nucleus, various medium ef-
fects like Pauli blocking, Fermi motion, renormalization of the weak coupling 
constant have to be incorporated. Thus the expression for differential cross 
section for v'N scattering in nuclei has to be modified. To account for these 
medium effects various methods are used. Some of these methods are Shell 
Model, Fermi gas model, Random Phase approximation, Local density Ap-
proximation etc. In the present case local density approximation has been 
used. 
4.2.1 Local Density Approximation 
In the local density approximation, the cross section is evaluated as a function 
of local Fermi momentum, PF(^ ) and integrated over the whole nucleus. In a 
nucleus, the neutrino scatters from a neutron or a proton whose local density 
in the medium is /9„(r) or Pp{r) respectively. The corresponding local Fermi 
momentum for neutrons and protons is given as 
PF„ = [37rVn(r)]'^';PFp = [^n'pp{r)f' (4.20) 
p„(r) and Pp{r) are the local density of neutrons and protons respectively. 
The differential scattering cross section for the scattering is given as 
da f , ^ ,o , da 
dQidEi 
da 
= /''"(-)^'^(s^),„ f^ -") 
where (do ^g ) is the differential cross section for free neutrino nucleon 
scattering given in Eq.4.11. 
In symmetric nuclear matter, each nucleon occupies a volume of (27r/i)^. 
However because of two possible spin orientations of nucleons, each unit cell 
in configuration space is occupied by two nucleons. Thus the number of nu-
cleons in a certain volume is (/i = 1) [51] 
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or P = 7 = 2 y ^ n „ ( p , r ) (4.22) 
where n„(p, r) is the occupation number of neutron. nn{p,r) — 1 for 
P < PFn and is equal to zero for p > PF„, where pf^ is Fermi momentum of 
neutron. 
Hence, 
(4.23) 
The energies En and JSp of neutron and proton in the delta function are 
function of momenta of neutron and proton in the nucleus. Since the neutron 
and proton are not free, therefore, their momenta are constrained to satisfy 
the Pauli principle i.e. p < pp^ and p' = \p + q\ > PFp where p/r„ and 
PFp are the local Fermi momenta of neutrons and protons at the interaction 
point in the nucleus. This condition is the Pauli blocking condition and it is 
incorporated by replacing the factor 
/ (27r) EnEp ^nM5{E, + EM -El- E,)-^-^ (4.24) 
by ^ Im U(go,9), where U(go,9) is the Lindhard function corresponding to 
the particle hole excitation shown in Fig.4.1 
Lindhard function for this figure is given by [51]-[53] 
U[qo, q)-lj ^2^^3 E,-EI + E^ip) - E,{p + q) + ie E.E, ^^"'^^ 
where, qo=E„ - Ei or q=k - ki 
The imaginary part of the Lindhard function simplifies to be (Appendix-F) 
ImU{q,,q) = ^ ^ ^ ^ [ E F , - A] (4.26) 
2 1/2 
If, ^2 < 0 and EF2 - 9O < EFI and "'^°"^'^"^'^~^^' < EFI 
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where Epi = ^JpFn + K ^ F 2 = \/PFp + M^ 
A AT lAJ C^  -<10 + \m-^]'^\ 
and A=Max[M„ ,EF2-qo, 3"^ ] 
Otherwise, linU{qo,q)=0 
The energies £•„ and £^ p of the neutron and proton in the Lindhard func-
tion, refers to the local Fermi sea of the nucleons in the initial and final nuclei. 
In the case of finite nuclei, there is certain energy gap between ground state 
of initial and final nuclei. This is the Q value of reaction. For particle hole 
excitation depicted by the Lindhard function, this Q value is taken into ac-
count by adding it to the proton energy. This Q value modification in the 
Lindhard function helps in giving better cross section for low energy neu-
trinos. The effect of considering this Q value is that QQ = E^ — Ei, in the 
Lindhard function is replaced hy qo — Q = E^, — Ei — Q. Also to account 
for the unequal Fermi sea for neutrons and protons iov N ^ Z nuclei the 
factor of Q' = Epn — Epp is added to q^ in the Lindhard function. Thus q^ 
is replaced hy q^ — Q + Q' = E^ — Ei — Q -\- Q' m the Lindhard function. 
4.2.2 Renormalization Effect 
Inside the nuclear medium, the electroweak interactions are changed because 
of strong interaction between the nucleus inside the nuclei. Although charge 
current coupling constant are left unchanged due to conservation of vector 
current, the axial and pseudoscalar coupling constants changes. This is so 
because axial current is related to the pion field due to PCAC and pion 
field is the mediator of strong interaction. Thus the effect of strong inter-
action in the nuclear medium changes the axial and pseudoscalar coupling 
constants. The renormalization of these coupling constants is seen in the 
non-relativistic reduction of weak current form factors [54]. Here terms like 
FAOT and ^2^ x qr occur (Appendix-G) which are linked to spin-isospin ex-
citations in nuclei. While F2 is linked to the tranverse channel. FA is coupled 
both to the longitudinal and transverse channels. 
The repulsive short range part of the strong interaction is described 
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by TT and p exchanges [52]. The TTNN interaction gives longitudinal part of 
the interaction given as (Appendix -H) [55] 
Jn 
^ (^9) = z i k f „ 2 qiqjOiOj % ^ ml + ie -T • T (4.27) 
The pNN interaction gives the transverse part of interaction given as 
Vp - f^k1 ^P l;?|2 i^ij - QiQMiCTj -. 
mi 4 q" mj + ie 
T • T (4.28) 
VT^{q)+Vp{q) provides the spin-isospin part of the NN interaction in the meson 
exchange model. Also, vertex form factors are included to account for the off 
shell mesons (Appendix-I). These are given by the monopole form for each 
vertex [52]: 
W) = -T: A?-m? (4.29) A 2 - g 2 
where, q"^ = ql - g ,^ A^=1250MeV, Ap=2500MeV 
The effect of short range correlations are taken into account by adding a term 
gfd[ • (J2T\ • 72 to V^  + V^  where gi is the Landau Migdal parameter. 
With all these effects the NN potential in the momentum space is written 
as-
y{(l) = {Vti^ij - QiQj) + ViqiqjWi<^jr • r 
gre 
TT 
Vt{q) = 4 ml 
[ql-^-ml^Al-q^^ ^^\ 
kfcp A j - m j ' " 
with gf=0.6-0.7 
cp = [$/[^] = 2 
(4.30) 
(4.31) 
(4.32) 
Here V(q) is the ph-ph interaction mediated by n and p exchanges. V/ and 
Vt are the strength of the potential in longitudinal and transverse channel. 
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This interaction driven by n and p exchange is depicted in Fig.4.2 
The ph-Ah or Ah-Ah interaction is obtained by substituting a -^ S, 
T —^ T and / —>• /*=2.15f for any A which replaces a nucleon line in the 
—* —* 
Fig.4.2. S and T are the spin and isospin transition operators. The decompo-
sition of the potential in longitudinal and transverse parts helps in summing 
the geometric series in Fig.4.2 [52] 
U{q) = [U{q)+U{q)Vij{q)aiajU{q)+U{q)Vik{q)a,akU{q)Vkj{q)aka,U{q)+..]T-T 
(4.33) 
where Vij = Vt{5ij - qtqj) + Viqiqj 
The longitudinal and transverse parts can be separated by using the fol-
lowing relation. 
(Sij - qiqj){5ji - qjqi) - Su - qS 
QiQjQjQi = QiQi 
{5ij - qiqj)qjqi = 0 
Because of the last of these identities there is no cross term of the longi-
tudinal and transverse channels. The longitudinal part is given as 
tJ = [U{q) + U[q)ViqiqjGiajU{q) + U{q)Viqiqk(Ji(JkU{q)ViqkqjakOjU{q) + 
...]T • f 
= [U{q) + U{q)ViU{q) + U{q)ViU{q)ViU[q) + ...j^W.^^^iT • f 
= U{q)[l + ViU{q) -f {ViU{q)f + ]Mi^,a , f • f 
7 > 
ViU' ^{j^)mi(yi(^jr-T 
Similarly, the transverse part is given as 
U 
(4.34) 
U 
Thus, 
= \-^_yu\i^iJ - m)(^i(^jT • "f (4-35) 
^ " f^rri4[7)(^ j^- - ^^ j^) + {Y^r^)m]^i<y'jr-f (4.36) 
With these, the renormalization of the magnetic and axial form fac-
tors which couple to the longitudinal channel and to both the longitudi-
nal and transverse channels respectively, in meson exchange model is given 
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as [54, 56, 57] 
p 2 _> r 1 I 2 ] 
^ l3|l-[/V,|2 "^ 3|l-(/V,l2J 
(4.37) 
Where U=t/jv + U^ 
UN = Lindhard function for particle hole excitation. 
UA = Lindhard function for A hole excitation. 
Vi,Vt = Potential due to TT and p exchange. 
4.2.3 Coulomb Effect 
The charged lepton produced in the neutrino nuclei reaction is now moving in 
the coulomb field of the nucleus and therefore the Coulomb distortion should 
be taken into account. In heavy nucleus like iron, the Coulomb effects are very 
important in the low energy range of electron produced in these reactions. 
This is taken into account by multiplying the integrand in Eq.4.23 by the 
Fermi function F{Z,Ee) [6]. 
FiZ,E^) = 2(l+7o)(2pei?)-^^^-^\iy/ :°t .7u2. (4.38) 
(r(27o + 1)) 
where 70 = \ / ( l — {aZ)^),T] — ^ , R is the radius calculated from the 
two parameter Fermi charge distribution p{x) which is taken to be two pa-
rameter Fermi density given by 
Ar) = J^s-fe^ 
with ci= 3.971fm and C2= 0.5935fm and p„(r) = ^ p ( r ) , pj,{r) = f p(r) 
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4.2.4 Total Scattering Cross-Section 
The expression for differential cross section given by Eq.4.23 after substitu-
tion of 
by ^ImU{qo,q) is given as 
5 ^ = ^Idh^t:E\TflmU{qo -Q + Q\q) 
Hence total cross section with Fermi function F{Z, Eg) in the local density 
approximation is given by: 
^(£;^) = -^Glcos% rrr... ^,^^ r^L.. ^,^^,j,^^^^^^ f' d{cose)^ (4.39) 
TT Jrmin Jk'^i^ J-\ E^ 
xi:i:\T\'lmU{qo-Q + Q',q) 
where A;^ ^^  and /c^^ .^ are the minimum and maximum lepton moment, 
fixed by the kinematic constraints 
E'ma. = E^+ 2ki^^'Pn{r)f' - 2fe[37rVp(r)]'/' - Q 
and \t\ < 1, where (4.40) 
'' ~ 2E„fc' — ft- • ft-
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n |Li,e 
Figure 4.1: Feynman diagram for neutrino self-energy related to un -> l~p 
process in nuclei. 
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Figure 4.2: Many-body diagrams accountinig for the medium polarization in 
spin-isospin channel driven by vn —> l~p transitions. 
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Chapter 5 
Supernova Neutrino Cross 
Sections In Nuclei 
We have discussed in section-3.5 of Chapter-3, the importance of neutrino 
nucleus reactions for the supernova study and in Chapter-4, the model (local 
density approximation) to calculate the total scattering cross section taking 
the various nuclear effects as well as the Coulomb effect into account. In 
this chapter we plan to calculate the averaged cross section using the ex-
pression of the total neutrino-nucleus scattering cross section (Eq.4.39) with 
the supernova spectrum shown in Eq.3.4 of Chapter-3. Here the charged 
current as well as the neutral current scattering cross section for super-
nova neutrinos with iron nuclei is studied. This is of great importance as 
iron is proposed to be used as target material in number of experiments, 
like OMNIS (Observatory of Multiflavor Neutrino from Supernovae in the 
Waste Isolation Pilot Plant near Carlsbad) [58], LVD (Large Volume Detector 
in INFN Gran Sasso)[59] etc to study supernova neutrinos. The signature 
of supernova neutrino interaction taking place in various detectors is the 
observation of electrons, positrons, photons and other particles which are 
produced through charged and neutral current reactions. The major source 
of electron or positron production is through inclusive reactions of the type 
Ue+zX -^ e~ +Z+1 ^ ' i>e+z^ -^ e"*" +z-\^' where ^X is the target nucleus. 
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We are calculating the inclusive cross section for the reaction 
i^ e +26 Fe -^ e- +1^ Co,i7e +11 Fe -> e+ +^| Mn and v-,{v^) +^^ Fe -> 
Uxiux) +^^ Fe (where x=e,/x,r), using local density approximation. This 
takes into account various medium effects such as Pauli blocking, Fermi mo-
tion and Q value of the reaction. The cross section calculation using various 
nuclear effects have already been discussed in chapter-4. 
In sections 5.1 and 5.2 the results for total scattering cross section for 
charged current and neutral current neutrino nuclei reactions are presented 
respectively. Using the results of total cross section as obtained in section 
5.1 and 5.2, the average cross section folded with the energy spectrum of 
supernova neutrinos is given in section 5.3. 
5.1 Total Scattering Cross Section for Charged 
Current Reactions 
We obtain the total scattering cross section for charged current neutrino 
and antineutrino reactions with the iron nuclei (i/g +fg Fe —> e~ +27 Co). 
In Fig 5.1 the results for the total cross section for the above reaction is 
presented. This is obtained using the expression for atotai (Eq.4.39) derived 
in chapter-4. The effect of renormalization is seen by obtaining separate 
plots for total cross section with renormalization (dashed curve) and with-
out renormalization (dotted curve). These are compared with free neutrino 
nucleon scattering cross section multiplied by the number of neutrons in the 
iron nuclei (solid curve). The free z/-N total cross section is obtained by in-
tegrating the differential scattering cross section given in Eq.4.11 over the 
angular distribution of the outgoing lepton and its energy. From the plot it 
is seen that at low energy, nuclear effect is more pronounced. For example at 
£'„=30MeV, the suppression due to nuclear effects (without renormalization 
effect) is 77% from the free case. But as the energy increases the effect gets 
reduced and the difference in cross section becomes smaller. For example at 
El, = 90MeV the cross section due to nuclear effect (without renormalization 
effect) is 40% smaller than the free case. In Fig. 5.2, the results for antineu-
trino nucleus scattering cross section is presented. The solid curve denotes 
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the results for free antineutrino nucleon scattering cross section multiplied 
by number of protons in iron nuclei. The results for total cross section with 
renormalization and without renormalization are presented by dotted and 
dashed curves respectively. It is seen that the suppression due to nuclear 
effects (without renormalization) at lower energies say E^ =30MeV is 96% 
while the suppression at higher energies say E^=90MeV is 85%, with respect 
to the free case. There is further suppression in cross section due to renormal-
ization effects. Suppression in cross section after including renormalization 
effect in case of neutrino at £'^=30MeV is 88% while at £'i,=90MeV it is 
69% from the free scattering cross section. Similar results are seen for an-
tineutrinos where the suppression after including renormalization effect, at 
Eu =30MeV is 98% while at £;^=90MeV is 90% from the free case. Further 
it is seen that suppression in cross section due to renormalization effect is 
more in case of neutrinos than in case of antineutrinos. For example, the 
suppression in cross section due to renormalization effect compared to that 
without renormalization at E^= 10 MeV is 47% for neutrinos while it is 30 
% for antineutrinos. 
If we compare the results of total cross section of neutrino and antineu-
trino scattering with iron nuclei, with and without Coulomb effect, we see 
that the cross section, in case of neutrinos, is more when Coulomb effect 
is considered, cis compared to that, when it is not. While for the case of 
antineutrinos the cross section when Coulomb effect is considered is found 
to be less as compared to the cross section without Coulomb effect. This is 
because the charged lepton produced in the charged current neutrino nuclei 
scattering is now moving in the Coulomb field of the nucleus. This final 
charged lepton produced in case of neutrino scattering is electron and so the 
Coulomb force is attractive. While for antineutrino scattering the charged 
lepton is a positron (e"*")and so Coulomb effect is repulsive. Thus the total 
cross section is increased due to Coulomb effect in case of neutrino, while it is 
reduced in case of antineutrino. This is shown separately in Figs. 5.3 and 5.4 
respectively. The full line in Fig.5.3 depicts cross section without Coulomb 
effect and the dashed line depicts cross section with Coulomb effect. It is 
seen that the cross section with Coulomb effect is more as compared to that 
without Coulomb effect. Increase in cross section in case of neutrino inter-
acting with iron target is 144% at E^= lOMeV, 100% at E^= 30 MeV and 
82% at Ey = 50MeV. Similarly, in Fig. 5.4 the full line is for cross section 
without Coulomb effect and the dashed line is for cross section with Coulomb 
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effect. It is seen that the cross section with Coulomb effect is less than that 
without Coulomb effect. The decrease in cross section for antineurtrino in-
teracting with iron nuclei is 41% at E^=10MeV, 44% at ^^= 30MeV and 
45% at E^ = 50MeV. 
5.2 Total Scattering Cross Section for Neu-
tral Current Reactions 
Total cross section for the following neutral current processes 
v^ +11 Fe -^ v^ + 1 Fe 
17^ +11 Fe -^ u^ +^| Fe 
where x — e, fx,T 
is calculated in chapter-4 using local density approximations with renor-
malization effects . The expression for a total as given in Eq.4.39 with F{Z,Ee) -
1 and matrix element square as given in appendix-D, calculated using the 
form factors for protons and neutrons given from Eq.4.14 to Eq.4.19. 
The cross section for neutrino reactions with neutron and proton 
are plotted in Fig 5.5 with full line showing the cross section for neutrons 
and dotted line showing the cross section for protons. The cross section for 
antineutrino reactions for neutrons and protons in the iron nuclei, has been 
shown in Fig 5.6. (the full line for neutron and dotted line is for proton). 
The cross section for the case of neutrino is found to be larger than that 
of antineutrino. The reason is that the matrix element square for the case 
of neutrino has certain terms with positive sign which come with negative 
sign in case of antineutrino. Thus the matrix element square and hence the 
cross section is more for neutrino than in case of antineutrino. Also the cross 
section for proton scattering is found to be less than the neutron scattering 
for neutrino as well as for antineutrino. This is because of difference in form 
factors for neutrons and protons in the neutral current processes. Another 
result inferred from the plot is that the difference between neutron and proton 
cross sections is less in case of neutrino than in case of antineutrino. 
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5.3 Energy Averaged Cross Sections 
The energy distribution for supernova neutrinos is taken to be Fermi Dirac 
like spectrum (chapter-3, Eq.3.4) 
1 E^ 
"^^^ " F2{a)T^exp[{E/T)-a] + l ^^'^^ 
where T is temperature and a is analog of chemical potential. F2 (a)normalizes 
the spectrum to unit flux. 
This energy distribution is folded with total cross section to give the 
energy averaged cross section < a > . 
roo 
<a>= a{E)n{E)dE (5.2) 
This energy averaged cross section is calculated for charged current 
electron type neutrinos and antineutrinos as well as for the neutral current 
reactions. We have calculated the average cross section for a equal to 0 and 
3 used in different simulations. We have also taken several values of T as 
4,5,6,8 and lOMeV. The result is given in Table-5.1 and 5.2. Similarly the 
result for energy averaged cross section for neutral current reactions is given 
in Table-5.3. The results are compared with the results of Woosley et al. [9] 
and Toivanen et al. [10]. Woosley et al. [9] have used shell model while the 
Toivanen et al. [10] have used random phase approximation method. Both of 
them have used Fermi function to account for the Coulomb effect. While the 
results of Woosley and Toivanen differ by a factor of two from each other, 
our results are closer to that of Woosley. 
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Figure Caption 
Fig. 5.1: (j{Et,) vs E^ for the charged current reaction '^Fe{v^,e~)^Co 
and its comparison with free neutrino neutron scattering multiplied by the 
number of neutrons. Solid line is for free case, dotted line is without renor-
malization effect and dashed line is with renormalization. 
Fig. 5.2: (y{Ev) vs Efior the charged current reaction llFe(i7e, e'^)2lMn 
and its comparison with free antineutrino proton scattering multiplied by the 
number of protons. Solid line is for free case, dotted line is with renormal-
ization and dashed line is without renormalization effect. 
Fig. 5.3: a{E^) vs Et, for the reaction llFe{ve, e~)2^Co with renormal-
ization. The full line depicts cross section without Coulomb effect and the 
dashed line depicts cross section with Coulomb effect. 
Fig. 5.4: a{Ej;) vs Ei7 for the reaction llFe{i7e,e'^)2lMn with renormal-
ization. The full line is for cross section without Coulomb effect and the 
dashed line is for cross section with Coulomb effect. 
Fig. 5.5: a{E^) vs E'^  for the neutral current reaction 26-^e(fe,fe)^^Fe. 
Full line showing the cross section for neutrons and dotted line showing the 
cross section for protons in the iron nuclei,with renormalization effect. 
Fig. 5.6: (T{E^) VS EJ; for the neutral current reaction 2tFe{Pe, i^e)^^^-
The full line for neutron and dotted line is for proton in the iron nuclei, with 
renormalization effect. 
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Table Caption 
Table 5.1: Results of the present work for average cross section 
{< a > 10~'*^cm^) for the charged current reaction 26-f'e(^'e,e~)27Co and its 
comparison with results of Woosley et al. [9] and Toivanen et al. [10]. 
Table 5.2: Results of the present work for average cross section 
{< a > 10~^^cm^) for the charged current reaction 2tFe{i7g, e'^)llMn and 
its comparison with results of Woosley et al. [9] and Toivanen et al. [10]. 
Table 5.3: Results of the present work for average cross section {< a > 
10~^^cm^) for the neutral current reaction 26-P'e(i/e(i^e),^e(^e))26-'^ e.The re-
sults are averaged over neutrino and antineutrino average cross sections and 
are compared with results of Woosley et al. [9] and Toivanen et al. [10]. 
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TABLE 5.1 
(T(MeV),a) 
Woosley [9] 
Present Work 
Toivanen [10] 
(T(MeV),a) 
Present Work 
Toivanen [10] 
(4,0) 
35.0 
35.69 
19.0 
(4,3) 
67.83 
33.0 
(5,0) 
72.24 
70.85 
45.0 
(5,3) 
122.9 
78.0 
(6,0) 
122.64 
121.767 
-
(6,3) 
205.15 
-
(8,0) 
-
271.37 
240.0 
(8,3) 
461.09 
410.0 
(10,0) 
-
458.46 
491.0 
(10,3) 
807.0 
825.0 
TABLE 5.2 
(T(MeV),a) 
Woosley [9] 
Present Work 
Toivanen [10] 
(T(MeV),a) 
Present Work 
Toivanen [10] 
(4,0) 
9.0 
3.32 
3.90 
(4,3) 
5.72 
6.6 
(5,0) 
18.42 
7.25 
9.0 
(5,3) 
12.36 
15.0 
(6,0) 
31.41 
13.25 
-
(6,3) 
22.74 
-
(8,0) 
-
32.16 
39.0 
(8,3) 
55.93 
74.0 
(10,0) 
-
56.37 
79.0 
(10,3) 
101.4 
147.0 
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TABLE 5.3 
(T(MeV),a) 
Woosley[9] 
Present Work 
Toivanen[10] 
(T(MeV),a) 
Present Work 
Toivanen[10] 
(4,0) 
9.0 
10.25 
3.0 
(4,3) 
17.0 
5.0 
(5,0) 
36.18 
20.44 
7.0 
(5,3) 
33.68 
13.0 
(6,0) 
74.48 
35.6 
-
(6,3) 
58.7 
-
(8,0) 
122.08 
81.6 
44.0 
(8,3) 
133.22 
77.0 
(10,0) 
-
120.0 
95.0 
(10,3) 
222.56 
162.0 
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Chapter 6 
Conclusions and Future Plan 
6.1 Conclusions 
In this dissertation we have studied the neutrino (antineutrino) nucleus re-
actions for the charged current and neutral current processes relevant to the 
energy of supernova neutrinos. The numerical calculations have been made 
for total cross section cr{Ei,), where £'^  is the neutrino energy taken upto 
100 MeV. These cross section calculations have been done using Eq.4.39 of 
chapter-4. We have also calculated the average cross section < a > which 
has been obtained by averaging a{E^) over the energy spectrum of supernova 
neutrinos given in Eq.3.4 of chapter-3. 
We find that 
1) For the charged current neutrino nucleus reaction nuclear medium ef-
fects such as Pauli blocking, Fermi function, are more pronounced at lower 
energies. The effect gradually decreases as we go towards higher energies. At 
Ei,—30MeV, the suppression due to nuclear effects is 77% compared to the 
free case while at £^^=90MeV it is 40% smaller than the free case. 
2) Renormalization of the weak coupling constants in the nuclear medium, 
further lowers the cross section. Suppression in cross section after including 
the renormalization effects at £'y=30MeV is 88% while at £'^=90MeV it is 
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69% from the free case. 
3) Similar effects are found for the charged current antineutrino reactions. 
However the cross section is lower for antineutrinos than in case of the neu-
trinos. The suppression in cross section for antineutrinos at £^^=30MeV is 
96% while at £^^=90MeV it is 85% from the free case. This is so because 
certain terms in the matrix element square for the case of antineurinos come 
with opposite sign as compared to that of neutrinos. 
4) Renormalization of the weak coupling constants lowers the scattering 
cross section for the case of antineutrinos. The suppression in cross section 
at .E:,=30MeV is 98%while at £'„=90MeV it is 90% from the free case. 
5) Renormalization effects are pronounced for neutrinos than for an-
tineutrinos. The suppression in cross section due to renormalization ef-
fect compared to that without renormalization effect for neutrinos is 47% 
at £'^=10MeV while it is 30% for antineutrinos at the same energy. 
6) Coulomb effect taken with the Fermi function raises the cross section 
for neutrino nucleus reaction while it lowers the cross section antineutrinos. 
Increase in cross section in case of neutrino interacting with iron target is 
144% at E^= lOMeV, 100% at E^= 30 MeV and 82% at E^ = SOMeF.The 
decrease in cross section for antineutrino interacting with iron nuclei is 41% 
at ^^=10MeV, 44% at Eu= 30MeV and 45% at E^ = 50MeV. 
7) For the neutral current reactions of neutrinos and antineutrinos with 
neutrons and protons in the nucleus, it is found that the cross section for neu-
trino scattering is larger than the cross section for antineutrino scattering. 
Also the cross section for proton scattering is found to be less than the cross 
section for neutron scattering both for neutrinos and antineutrinos. The dif-
ference in neutron proton cross section is found to be less for neutrinos than 
in case of antineutrinos. The nuclear effects are almost similar as we find in 
the case of charged current neutrino and antineutrino reactions. 
8) The total cross section obtained above for charged current and neutral 
current neutrino nucleus reactions is folded with the supernova spectrum 
given by the Fermi distribution, to give the averaged cross section. The 
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results were compared with that of Woosley et al.[9] and Toivanen al.[10]. 
The result for the averaged cross section at a= 0 and T=4MeV for the process 
||Fe(z^e,e-)pCo as found by Woosley et al. [9] is 35.0 x IQ-'^'^cm^ while it 
was found to be 19.0 x 10~*^cm^ by Toivanen et al. [10] Their results differ 
by approximately a factor of two. Results of the present work for the average 
cross section for the above process is 35.69 x 10~^^cm^, which is closer to that 
of Woosley et al. [9]. The results of the present calculations for the averaged 
cross section for the charged current neutrinos and antineutrinos with iron 
nuclei and its comparison with Woosley et al. [9] and Toivanen et al. [10] was 
given in Tables 5.1 and 5.2. Similar results for the neutral current process is 
given in Table 5.3. 
6.2 Future Plan: 
1) In the present work we have used Fermi function to account for the 
Coulomb distortion. However the use of Fermi function to describe Coulomb 
distortion is not appropriate at higher energies of electron. The realistic ap-
proach is to solve the Dirac equation with Coulomb potential to obtain the 
wave function of electron and use it in place of plane waves. We plan to 
solve the Dirac equation for the electron in Coulomb potential and use the 
electron wave function in place of plane waves. 
2) Supernova neutrinos produced in the high density region of the iron core 
interact with matter before coming out of it. Also neutrinos emitted from the 
protoneutron stars might undergo matter oscillations while passing through 
the atmosphere and the envelope of the star and vacuum oscillations on 
the way to the earth. Finally before reaching the detector they might be 
influenced by earth's atmosphere. We will include the effect of neutrino os-
cillations for the vacuum as well as in the matter to calculate the expected 
number of supernova neutrino events and energy spectra. 
3) In the present work local density approximation has been used, we plan to 
calculate the total scattering cross section for the neutrino nucleus reactions 
in the mean field approximation and compare the results to study nuclear 
model dependence of the cross section. 
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APPENDIX 
Appendix A 
The total energy of star in hydrostatic equilibrium is given as 
E = Ei + Eg (A.l) 
where Ei is the internal energy. 
'i = f udm (A.2) 
where u is the internal energy per unit mass. Eg is the gravitational energy 
given as 
E, = -j'^dm (A.3) 
Here G is the gravitational constant and m is the mass within the sphere of 
radius r Hence, 
E = ludm- J— (A.4) 
E^{u)M-ai- (A.5) 
r 
The adiabatic equation of state is 
P = kp^' (A.6) 
where P is the pressure, p is the density and Tg is the adiabatic index. The 
subscript s is for constant entropy. 
Also, 
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hence, 
Using Eq.A.6 and Eq.A.8 
^ = j-^dp (A.8) 
^_^£ l l i 
r<,-i 
and 
Also, since M — ^irR^pc 
(u) = a^kpj'-^ (A.9) 
i? = a3(—)5 (A.IO) 
Pc 
Eqs.A.5, Eq.A.9 and Eq.A.lO therefore gives, 
E = a^kMp^'-^ - a^GM^pJ (A.ll) 
ai,Q;2, Q!3, Qf4are numerical constants. 
Equilibrium is established by setting j ^ = 0 at constant M. 
Hence, Mp/'^^ocMip^-a 
Thus, 
-ocr, - - (A.12) 
dpc 3 
Equilibrium configuration with ^ > Oare stable. And those with j ^ < 0 
are unstable. Hence, hydrostatic equilibrium configurations with F < | are 
unstable. 
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Appendix B 
If the thermal pressure inside the core of the star constituting mainly of iron 
is neglected, the pressure is mainly because of the degenerate electrons which 
are relativistic. 
Pe = -{3n')hc{—^—f^Yj (B.l) 
4 ITT'nucleon 
Then the adiabatic index 
r, = * dlnp I* 
where Pg is the pressure and p is the density of the core at constant entropy 
s, is given as 
^ a r 4 7 ^ . , 4 i 
- 4 , 4 ; y I 
~ 3V-^  ^ dlnp I*/ 
As the electrons are captured Y^ decreases hence ^ J^ | s is negative and Tj < | 
which leads to instability . 
The other processes which lead to the collapse of the core against electron 
degeneracy pressure when the mass of core exceeds Chandrashekhar mass is 
the nuclear photodissociation. 
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^^Fe + 7 ^ 13 ^He^An- UAAMeV 
This process also lowers the adiabatic index below 4/3 leading to core col-
lapse. The total pressure taking into account the thermal pressure at finite 
temperature is given as 
Pe = kp"\l + BT'^p-'"^) (B.2) 
where k = i 3z : !p£ (_^ l_ )^ /^ 
Using Eq.B.2 
InPe ~ | /np + ln{\ + BT'^p-'^l^) 
Taking BT^p-^/^=x 
^^ r — 1 -I- fli"(l+3:) dinx 
eon 
— 4 I _ i _ r ^ _i- O^inT I 1 
"" 3 •*" 1+xL 3 "'"^ain/>l«J 
_ 4 _ BT^p-'^/^ [2 _ 9 9inT l 1 
— 3 l+BT2p-2/3U ^ainpl«J 
Thus if ( | g | . ) ~ 0, r , < I and the core is unstable. 
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Appendix C 
The time scale of core collapse is determined from the equation of motion of 
the core. 
m 
(Pr _ _GMm 
dt^ r 2 
where M~ pr^ and ^ ~ ~W~'- Hence, 
tcoii ~ -7^ ~ 4 X 10"^sec (C.l) 
This is the collapse time. The diffusion time of neutrinos is determined from 
tdiff ~ i^-'^j 
where A^'' is the mean free path of neutrino, Ngcatt is the number of scattering 
experienced by neutrino prior to escape. Since coherent scattering induces 
random walk trajectory, so Nscatt is determined by the random walk relation 
XTiNscattf' ~ R (C.3) 
R is radius of the core. Hence 
Nscatt ~ (T3^) 
A 
Using Eq.C.2 , 
tdiff ~ ^ (C.4) 
the radius of the core is given as 
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=^R(x p-^l^ (C.5) 
and 
UaOA 
where a^ is the cross section for coherent scattering and is given as 
Glh 'c' 
CTA = -^ Elsine^A^ (C.7) 
where Gp is the Fermi coupling constant. 6^ is weak mixing angle {si'n?9^=Q.22Z± 
0.010), El, is the mean energy of neutrino emitted from electron capture. This 
is given by 
/ ae-cap2f{Ee)E,,npj^ 
J (^e—cap^J {^ej'^p /j3 
where Eg ~ E,^, 
^e—cap '~^  -^e' distribution function fi^Eg^ — 0(^g — -Ce) 
(degenerate electrons) p^c ~ Ee 
Hence, 
/ig is the Fermi energy of electron given as 
Me = (— ) (CIO) 
niu is atomic mass. Hence iJ,e oc p^/^ and E,, oc iJ,e oc p^/^ and cr^  oc E"^  oc p^/^. 
ria is the density of an average heavy nucleus of mass Avriu 
Hence substituting «„ and OA in the Eq.C.6 gives 
\coh oc p - ' / ' (C.12) 
Hence, substituting Eq.C.5 and Eq.C.12 in Eq.C.4 gives 
tdiff oc p (C.13) 
The expression for tdiff and tcoii show that for large densities tdiff » icoii-
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The mean free path of neutrino at density of the order lO^^gm/cm^ is 
given as-
This is obtained by using Eq.C.6 and substituting Eq.C.ll for Ua and using 
Eq.C.9 and Eq.C.lO in Eq.C.7 for OA- The density here is of the order of 
10^^gm/cm^. The scattering is from iron nuclei for which Vg ~ | | - The 
radius of the core is given as 
J^core — \4Trp) 
where M is the mass equal to the Chandrashekhar mass given as 
M,, = l . 2 5 6 M 0 ( 2 ^ ) ' 
Using this in Rcore gives, 
Thus comparing Eq.C.14 and Eq.C.15 shows that mean free path of neutrino 
is less than core radius. 
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Appendix D 
Differential cross section for the given process 
u{k)+n{p)^l-{k')+p{p') (D.l) 
= E;;Am^^\T\'^^'^i^s\E^ + E„ - El - E'^)k''dk'dn 
Neglecting lepton mass k'^ — Ef =^ k' = Ei 
Hence, dk' = dEi 
^ = E:kw,^^\Tf^nE. + ^ n - El - E;)k' 
Here ES|T| is the matrix element square summed over final and aver-
aged over initial spin states of nucleons. For the given reaction D.l it is given 
as-
SS |T | ' = ^ ^ [ ^ f [bl-P2)(P3.P4) + (Pl.P4)b2.P3) - MpM„(pi.p3)] + 
Fl[{Pl-P2){PZ-Pi) + {P\-Pi){P2-Pz) + MpM„(pi.p3)] + 
2FiFA[{pi.pA){P2-Pj)-{P\-P2){Pi-Pi)H{-^)\p\-P2){Pz-q){Pi-q)-
{P\-P2){Pz-PA)(f + {P\-Pi){P2-q)(jPz-q) - {Pl-Pi){P2-P3)q'^ 
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+ l{Pi-P3){P2-Pi)q'^ - l{pi.p3)MpMnq'^ - {pi-q)iP3-q){P2-PA)-
{pi.q){p3.q)MnMp + {pi.q){p2-q){P3-Pi) + {Pi-q){P4-q){P2-P3)]+ 
^ [ - M „ ( p i . p 3 ) ( p 4 . g ) - Mn{pi.q){p3.p4) - M„(p3.Q)(pi.p4) 
+Mp{pi.p3){p2.q) + Mp{pi.q){p3.p2) + Mp{p3.q){pi.p2)]+ 
^M^[-Mpip3.q){pi.p2) + Mp{p2.p3){pi.q) - M„(p3.g)(pi.P4) + 
Mn{p3-PA){Pl-q)]] 
Where, pi = iE^,p^), P2 = iEn,Pn) 
Pa = {El, Pi), p4 = {Ep,pp) 
En = yjpi + Ml Ep = ^{pn + qf + Mj 
qfi = {Eu- Ei,p^-pi) 
The same expression can be used for antineutrino scattering by changing 
sign in the FIFA and F2F4 terms. 
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Appendix E 
Neutral current neutron form factors- Neutral weak current J | is given 
by standard model as 
J^^lj^-'^sinH^JEM (E.l) 
where J^ is the third component of the isospin current. JEM is the electro-
magnetic current and 6^ is the Weinberg angle (sin^^^=0.223). The neutral 
weak current for the proton is given as 
J ^ = «(pO[i^f(9')7.+^i^l(9')^. . |^+F^(g')7.75 + F,^(9')9.75]«(p) (E.2) 
The third component of the isospin current is given as 
j r = u{p')[[Cr{q^)r + iM,{q')a'^-'q,]rMp) (E.3) 
Ta is the third component of the isospin (=1/2 for proton and -1/2 for neu-
tron) 
The electromagnetic current for proton J^M is given as 
JEM,P = w(p')[cp(9')7a + iMp{q^)a^''q,]u{p) (E.4) 
and the electromagnetic current for neutron is given as 
JEM,n = M(p')[cn(g')7a + iM„(g2)a'"^9,]w(p) (E.5) 
Cp, Mp and Cn, Mn are the electric and magnetic form factors for proton and 
neutron respectively, given in terms of Sach's form factor G£;(q'^),G^(g^) 
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andG|(g2),G^(g2) 
where, 
cp(g^) = 
MM') 
Cn{q') = 
Mn{q') 
GW) = ; 
G^Miq') = 
nn (n'^\ - . 
. G'^iq')-
h 
• ; ^ G ^ M ( 9 ^ ) 
4 M ^ 
. Glig^)-
1 
-3^G"^(9^) 
4 M 2 
_ Gl,{q')-G"^{q^) 
4 M ^ 
1 
1+/Jp 
</^  / i n 
( 1 - ^ ) ( 1 - 1 ^ ) 
A„ = 5.6 M„ = OMGeV/c^ 
CM) = ; ; ^ 
/^ p = 1.79 //„ = -1.91 
(E.6) 
(E.7) 
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Thus, 
Cp(g2) = - ^-"-"'^M 
Mv' 
MM^) = ^ 
where En — — T - T 
1 _ Ann'' 
The form factor of the third component of isospin current {J^), are given as 
2 
_ (Mp-/Jn+Mngn^) 
Neutral current form factor for proton 
Using Eqs.E.l,E.2, E.3, E.4 and E.5 
(E.9) 
F'Aq^) = \cx{q^) " 2sinH^Cp{q') (E.IO) 
Using equation Eqs.E.8 and E.9 for Ci[q^) and Cp{q^) 
2 , „2 , , „2 
~ 2 7 ~ ^ 2 ~ 7 - ^ 2 ~ 7 [ l "~ 4M2vl + /^ p - /^n) - /^n^n4M2 
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(E.ll) 
Ff (0) = i( l - 4sin^9y,) = 0.37 
F^iQ^) = lM,{q') - 2sinH^M,{q^) (E.12) 
Fi'(O) = 1.024 
'A 
Neutral current form factor for neutron 
Using equations Eqs.E.l,E.2, E.3, E.4 and E.5 
(E.13) 
FW) = - ^ (E.14) 
F^Q^) = -\ci{q') - 2sin'e^Cn{q^) (E.15) 
~ ^ 2 . , ,2 ,2 ^zjl ~ 4M2 1-'- ~ 4M2(1 + / ^ P ~ Mn) ~ A'n^n4M2 
+^sin^e^Hn{^n - 1)4M2] 
(E.16) 
Fi"(0) = -0.5 
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F^iq") = -lM,{q^) - 2sin''e^Mn{q^) 
( i - 5 ^ ) ( i - l & ) 
( l - 4 ^ ) ( l - ] & 
•7[/ip - /in + l ^ / ^ n ^ n + 4 s m ^ ^ ^ / i „ ( l - ,^14^72 )] 
F2"(0) = -0.9687 
n{q') = -0.63 
(E.17) 
(E.18) 
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Appendix F 
The Lindhard function for the particle hole excitation given in Fig.4.1 is 
^^°' ^^  J {2nf E,-Ei + En{p) - E,{p + q) + ie E,E^ ^'•'> 
Here ni(p) and n2{p + q) are the occupation number of neutron and proton 
respectively. The imaginary part of above Lindhard function is given using 
following relation 
Thus the imaginary part of Eq.F.l is given as 
ImU{qo, q) = -2 f —^n,{p)[l - n^ip + q)]'K5{E, - Ei + Er, - E^)^^ 
(F.2) 
Since q = p/-p,qo = E^-Ei 
Ep = ^{p + qf + M2=^|p]2 + l^f + 2\^\c^cos6 + M2 
Therefore Eq.F.2 can be written as 
/mC/(go, q) = -1! ^ n i ( p ) [ l - n 2 ( p + g)]7r(5(go + ^ b f + M2-
V'bf + k f + 2|p1|glco5^ + M 2 ) ^ (F.3) 
The occupation number ni (p) = 1 for p < p^ Tj (p^i is the local Fermi momenta 
of neutron), else it is equal to zero. Using this we place the limit on the 
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integral over p from pf^ to 0. 
ImU{qo, q) = -{2n)'M,Mr. C' 0 1 i ^ ^ /^^ d{cose) 
(F.4) 
Using the 6 function property 
j f{x)5{g{x))dx =fm^-^d9(x) = M , (F.5) 
•' •' 9 {-^J 9 \^) g{x)=0 
The cosd integral can be performed using Eq.F.5, where 
fix) = 1 
9{x) = qo + V I P I ' + M^- V'IPI' + k f + 2\p\\q\cos9 + M^ 
where x = cos6 
Then g'ix) = ^ 
- IP IM 
•v/lpl^ +M +^ziplklcose+M^ 
Then the cos0 integral gives 
^ '^^ ' =[^] (F.6) 5'(a:) g(x)=o IPII^I fl(x)=o 
g(x)=0 implies 
90 + ^ Jm + M2 - V'IPI^ + |gf + 2\p\\q\cos9 + M^ = 0 
^qo + sj\p\^ + M2 = V^IPI^ + l^f + 2\p\\q\cosd + M^ 
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Since 1 - n2(p + q) = G(|p + g| - P/2) 
^{p^qf>PF2' 
or|pl^ + |g|^ + 2pqcos9 + M^ > pp2^ Substituting cos9 from Eq.F.7 implies 
\|q'o + \p\' + 2qo^/\p\' + M^ > pp, (F.8) 
Imposing conditions F.7 and F.8 in F.4 gives the factor 6(1 — cos6) and 
e{Ai-pF2) where Ai = Jq^ + [p]^  + 2go\/|p|^ + M^. With the substitution 
of these factors and F.6 for cos^ integration, Eq.F.4 reduces to 
ImU{qo, q) = -^M.Mn H , f^  ^^Q(l - cose)Q{A, - pp.) (F.9) 
27r Jo ,J^^ jv/2 m 
Solving the integral and taking account of the two theta functions gives 
ImU{q,,q) = - ^ ^ ^ [ ^ F i - A] (F.IO) 
-loMm-'-^'" 
If g^  < 0 and EF2 - 9O < Epi and ^^ < £^^ 1 
where Epi = sJpF^ + Ml and EF2 = ,JPF2^ + M^ 
.„,2 1/2 
and A = Max[Mn, EF2 - 9o, 2~^ J 
otherwise ImU{qo,q} = 0 
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Appendix G 
The terms with F^ and F2 in the hadronic current J„ is 
Here, r is the isospin operator and u{p) is the spinor given as 
u{p) -- lE + M 
2E 
u{p) = u{p')^o = y ^^, [1 —a • p E' + M 
Solving the terms for FA and F2 we get 
I) u{pf)FA'y^j5u{p)f = FA{q^)[u{pt)^Q^5u{p),u{pf)^i'y5u{p)]T' 
u{p>hoiMp)=v""""Lr"' (1 i^) 0 
~~ 2E 
E+M 
(G.l) 
(G.2) 
(forE = E/ = M) 
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And, uip^haMp) = V ^ ^ ^ X " " ^ [(1 # ? & ) ( - . / o 
Neglecting second order term 
Hp'hnMp) = ^ 
Thus term with FA{q^) oc FA^T. 
II)Considering the term u{pi)F2i<Jfj,y-^u[p) 
q° = E-Ef = 0 for E = Ef 
Thus, a^^q" = -a^iq' 
= -Woiq',(^jiq'] 
{iovE = E/ = M) 
0 a-q\ ( axq 0 
' I 0 axq ^a-q 0 J 
Hence, '^u{pf)a^uq''u{p) = ^[u(p/)aoi9*u(p),M(p/)crjig^M(p)] 
2M "VP'^ CTOty " W — 2MIV 4E£;/ l,-^  B ' + M ; I ^ .o* Q 
E+M I 
2M 2E 
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-'^u(p)o^',''u(v) = ^ ( V ( ^ ^ X " " > (l ^ W ' ^ « » 
E+M 
- 2M \- 2E \^ ^ 9 {E+M)'' >'J 
Neglecting the second order term, we get term with 
F2{q') oc F^iq'W X q. 
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Appendix H 
The amplitude for NN scattering via one boson exchange, given by the fol-
lowing Feynman diagram. 
IS given as 
giUi{q')TiUi{q)Pag2U2{-q')T2U2{-q) 
cp- — m^ 
(H.l) 
where gug2 are coupling constants. r i , r 2 are vertex factor. The scattering 
is conserved in the center of mass frame where q and —q are momenta of 
incoming nucleon and 9* and —^ are momenta of outgoing nucleon. 
Ui and Ui are the spinors for nucleon for incoming and outgoing states. 
lE + M f 1 
~2E MQ) = \ / - T 7 ^ ( JrL I (H-2) E+M 
For the case of pion exchange, the Lagrangian 
f 
C = ^^^l)i^^^(j)T^ (H.4) 
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if) and <^  are nucleon and pion fields respectively and r^ is isospin projection 
operator. 
The potential 
V{k) = Il-u,{q')i^,Ui{^T^- ^-~—u2{-q')h,U2{-q}T^' (H.5) 
ml k'^ — ml + it 
"7r 
uAq')^l^uM-i[^ ^) [\ I 0 ; I £ 0 
^ ' \ 2E 
2E 2E 
U2i-q')h,U2i-q) = i (l ^ V ° ^ 
\ ^ ^ I \ 2E 
_ i92(^-q) _ -iff2k 
2E 2E 
ml k^-k^~ml+ie^ ' 
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(H.6) 
(H.7) 
~ mj fc2_fe2_^2+i/ ^ l " -^ i 
For the p meson exchange the Lagrangian is given by 
C = •^^a.yi)d''(i>''T^ (H.9) 
Vflp 
tp is nucleon field and 0" is p meson field. 
The vertex for pNN is 
ifp {—aii,k^)T^ (since ko = 0 for on energy shell) 
_ -ifp 
-iL 
[aiok\aijt]T il-T-A 
= ^ [ - ^ i o ^ ' - <yijk']T il-T-A 
(H.IO) 
ifp Jo a-k\ I axk 0 
H a-i t 0 j ^ V 0 a x fc 
u{q')r^u{q) = _ t /p (1 ^ ) 
0 Z(7 • A; 
ia -k 0 ^ 
a X ^  0 
0 axk 
2E 
-if 
= '^{ax ky 
(H.ll) 
Second order terms are neglected in going from line one to two in above 
equation. Hence, 
Vp{k) _ fp (3\y.k)(32Xk) -i -t P^^ mj A;2-Jfc2-m2+ie r • T 
_ fp Si-S2k'^-{9i-k)(S2-k);^ -: 
ml kl-k'^-ml+ie (H.12) 
_ fl {Sij-ki'kj)(Jiaj\k\ -! -, 
ml kl-k^-ml+ie 
In going from line 1 to line 2 in the above equation the following property 
has been used 
d\ X k(f2 X k 
— ^ijk(^ljkk^ijiki<^2jikki 
= {SjjiSkki — SjkiSjtk)crijO'2jikkkki 
= (fl • (fik •k — a'i- k(72 • k 
(H.13) 
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Appendix I 
Eflfects of short range correlations and off shell effects on the TT and 
p exchange potential 
I . l Off Shell Effects 
Nucleon could change its internal structure if it dives into medium of other 
nucleus and mesons. These effects are called off shell effects. These off shell 
effects are taken into account by the k dependence of nucleon meson (TT and 
p ) couplings in the TT and p exchange potentials. This k dependence is 
parameterized by means of monopole form factors 
/.(^^) = / . ( | ^ ) (I-l) 
where z = p, TT, A^  = 1250MeV, \p = 2500MeV'. rrii is the mass of pion and p 
meson and \p- is the four momentum transfer square. The parameter Ai have 
been extracted from study of pion absorption in the deuteron channel or the 
pp and np charge exchange reactions. 
1.2 Short Range Correlations 
The effect of short range correlations is in cutting the contribution of the po-
tential at short distances or conversely at large momenta. At short distances, 
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the nuclear forces are repulsive in nature. This repulsive nature is given by 
exchange of u mesons, which prevents the nucleons from getting too close to 
each other. This is the short range correlation effect. The effect can be seen 
in static approximation (A;o=0). The exchange of pion and p mesons give rise 
to the interactions [61]-
^^ = T;X(^I • '^v-zn (1-2) 
"V |fc| +mj,-u)' 
(1.3) 
Now VT^ and Vp are decomposed into irreducible tensors 
V^ = -Z::^{TI • T2)[ —2 + ^0-1 • Cr2 - o - ^ 2 J 
|A;| +ml-u}^ "^  -^  \k\ + m^ - u;^  
(1.4) 
,, -fp,-, ^.r (yi-ka2-k-\ai-a2\k\ 2^ ^ 2 ai • a2(mj - a;^ ) 
Vp = ^ n • r2 [ - 2 + xc i^ • (^2 - i:-^ ] 
^P \k\ + m 2 - a ; 2 3 3 j ^ | + ^ 2 _ ^2 
(1.5) 
The first term in each bracket gives rise to tensor like interaction. The second 
term, when Fourier transformed, behaves like ai • a2(ri • f2)6(ri — r2) in the 
configuration space and third term is like Yukawa in nature. 
In addition to TT and p exchange the two nucleons exchange any number of uj 
mesons. The u mesons are coupled very strongly to the nucleons and their 
exchange provides short range repulsion strong enough to keep the nucleons 
apart from one another. This is short range correlation. Thus the 5 function 
term can not be operative. This could be taken into account by means of an 
effective OPE interaction where we add a term of the type [51] 
%y' (<? i - a2 ) ( r i - r2 ) (1.6) 
m^ 
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Where g / = | for n and | for p 
This dropping of 6 function piece is called Ericson-Ericson Lorentz-Lorenz 
correction or minimal correction. This however is a simplification since it 
ignores the role played by form factors and nuclear corrections, but it has the 
virtue of showing the need of an extra piece with g/. In order to understand 
the exact spin-isospin correction due to short range effects, the potential 
is multiplied by a correlation function which is assumed in the co ordinate 
space of the type g{r) = 1 — joiQcr) with QC ~ TUU = 770MeV [52]. jo is 
the spherical Bessel function and c determines the range of correlations. The 
corresponding modification of the potential in momentum space is given as 
V{oj, q)= f -^^{q - fc)[K(u;, k) + V,{u, k)] (1.7) 
J (27r) 
where Kr is OPE potential 
VAuj,k) = {i^f^'-'l^r'Hn-r2) 
= {i^fP '^'^r^ (fi-f2) (1-8) 
= \kfkkjFl{k^)Dl{k)aiaj{n • T2) 
and Vp{uj, k) is the p exchange potential 
.2 
>^.*) = (^)^^(n-f.) 
. 2 , 
(1.9) 
Q.{q) is the Fourier transform of the static baryon -baryon correlation function 
and receives contribution primarily from multiple exchange of w mesons. This 
is given as 
^{q) = {2'Kf6\q) - '-^c{q) 
c{q) = 6{q-qc), qc = m^ 
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Substituting this Q{q) in Eq.1.7 
V{u;, q)^J £k[{2nf5Hq - k) - j^6{q - k - 9c)][K(^, k) + V,{u;, k)] (2^)3LV-'V " Vi 'V ^q_ky 
d^k 1 d^ A;<5^ (g - k)[V,{u, k) + V,{u, k)] - 27r2 J _ 8{q - k - q,) 
' u 
^[V,{u,k)^Vp{uj,k)] 
II 
(110) 
I=[V,{uJ,q) + Vp{u,q)\ (I.ll) 
Since the integral over k due to 5 function replaces k by q in the integrand. 
/ / = 27r2 / ^ ^ 6 \ q - k - qc)SH\q - k\ - qcW^u, k) + V,{uj, k)] 
= V^{u:,q)-^V^[u,q) 
where, 
(1.12) 
u'—q'—q^—m^ 
= (^^)'^^^S*^^Sl^(^i • 2^) (1-13) 
= (£ ) ' ( k f 9:9, + \q%,)bl{q)Fl{q^)a,a,{f, • f,) 
— C /(g '+gr) 1^ lgl'('^0 -mj)^iSj + lqpij9iffj ,-, ^ X (1.14) 
= ( i ) ( l 9 f ('^ ii - 9 4 ) + |9?5ii)cpF^'(9')£>g(9)a,a,(fi • f^) 
where DQ and D^ are the pion and p meson propogator with g^  substituted 
by 9^  + 9? and F^(g^) and Fp{q'^) are TT and p meson form factors with ^ 
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substituted by e+C c, = {{^f)/{{if) « 2 and h{q^) = h { ^ ) where 
i = p,7T 
Thus 
V{u, q) = V^cj, q) + V,(u;, q) - [V^iu, k) + V^{u, k)] (1.15) 
where 
V^{u,q) = {^fm'qiq^Dl{q)F^^{q^)a,a^{f, • f,) 
yp(^^^ = ( i ) ' ( k f (<5i. - m)c,F^{g')D'o{q)a,a^{n • ra) 
Dg (9) and -DQ(g) are pion and p meson propagator and F.^{q^) and Fp{q^) 
are TT and p meson form factor. 
Substituting VT,{(JJ,q), Vp{cj,q), Vp{cv,q) and V^{(JJ, k) in Eq.I.15 
ai(7j(fi •'r2) 
= (;;t) '[ |9f 9.g.-^?(9)^.'(9') + k f (^i. - mypFi{q')D',{q)-
m%qj)F^{q')DM - i9c'(^i.- - m)F'Aq')Dl{q)-
Him)F^iQ')DUQ) - m'i^ij - m))cpW)D'o{q)-
hl{5i, - mi)c,Fl{q')m) - \ql{m)cpFl{q')mq)\oidi{n • r,) 
(1.16) 
Now combining {5ij — qiqj) terms together and calling them Vt and qiqj terms 
together and calling them Vi gives 
V{u, q) = [Vt{5ij - 9i9j) + Viqiqj]^i^j{n • ^2) (1.17) 
where, 
K = (-^)'[|?f/)g(9)F,^(9^)cp-^g.^F,^(9^)5j(9)-(kf + |gc'))c,F,^(9^)^o^(9)] 
^ (1.18) 
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Vi = {^) [kf Z>oM?)^.'(9')-kf ^.'(9')^o(9)-^9e'F,^(92)Do^(g)-|g,2c,F,^(9^)£)o^(9)] 
TTT'Ti' O O 
(1.19) 
In the limit of small q, this is given as 
V, « {:^)[fD^o{Q)F^{q^K + 9'] (1-20) 
2 
V, « ( ; ^ ) [|gf DJ(9)F,^(92) + p'] (1.21) i 
m 
where, ^/ = =±qlF^^{q^)bl{q) - \qlc,Fl{q^)b',{q) 
gt is the Landau Migdal parameter. The above expression gives g' = 0.6. 
Accepted values of gf would range from ^' « 0.6 — 0.8. 
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